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1 March 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chairman: Alderman S P Porter 

Vice-Chairman: Councillor J Gallen 

Aldermen: M Henderson MBE, W A Leathem, and J Tinsley  
 
Councillors: N Anderson, R T Beckett, J Gray MBE, A Givan, H Legge, A 

McIntyre, T Mitchell, T Morrow, N Trimble and R Walker 
 
Ex Officio The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor U Mackin 

Deputy Mayor, Councillor A Grehan 
 
 
The Meeting of the Leisure & Community Development Committee will be held 
in the Cherry Room, Island Civic Centre, The Island, Lisburn, on Tuesday, 5th 
March 2019 at 6.00pm for the transaction of business on the undernoted agenda. 

 
  Hot food will be available in the Lighters Restaurant at 5.30 pm. 
 
  You are requested to attend. 
 
 
DAVID BURNS 
Chief Executive 
Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council 
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AGENDA 
 
1. Apologies 

 
2. Declarations of Interest 
 
3. Report from the Director of Leisure and Community Wellbeing 
 
  
 3.1 Report from Mrs Siobhan McCormick, Acting Head of Service (Cultural & 

Community Services) 
  3.1.1 Draft Arts Council NI Strategy 2019-2024 

“Inspire/Connect/Lead”: Consultation  
  3.1.2 Island Arts Centre Proposed Revised Hire Charges Packages 

2019-20 
  3.1.3 Pride of Place Awards 2019  
  3.1.4 Peace IV Tender & Grant Awards: Request for Delegated 

Authority  
  3.1.5 Minutes of the Peace IV Partnership   
  3.1.6 John Hewitt Society Bursary Awards 2019  
  3.1.7 Lisburn Gateway Club  
  3.1.8 Resurgam Community Development Trust: Request for Book 

Grant – “Conflict to Peace”  
  3.1.9 2019-20 Good Relations Action Plan  
  3.1.10 Correspondence from SEUPB re Commitment to Peace IV 

Funding following UK Withdrawal from EU 
   
 3.2 Report from Mr Brendan Courtney, Head of Service (Sports Services) 
  3.2.1   Mary Peters Trust – Request for Funding 
  3.2.2   Club Development Officer Funding 2019/20 
  3.2.3   Northern Ireland Tenpin Bowling Federation – request to host 
             Northern Ireland Tenpin Bowling Open 2019 at Dundonald  
             International Ice Bowl 24 – 26 May 2019 
  3.2.4   Local Government Elections 2 May 2019 
  3.2.5   Mary Peters Trust – 80th Birthday Fund Raising Celebration (31 
             May 2019)   
 
 3.3 Report from Mr Ross Gillanders, Head of Service (Parks & Amenities) 
  3.3.1   Request for Use of Moira Demesne  
  3.3.2   Moira Demesne – Archaeological Investigation 
  3.3.3   Queen’s Commonwealth Canopy Trees Project 
  3.3.4   Access Counter Data for 2018 
      
    
4. Confidential Report by the Director of Leisure and Community Wellbeing 

(Members are requested to access the confidential report on SharePoint 
under the Confidential Folder) 
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4.1 Economic Appraisal – Replacement Tractors (confidential due to 

information relating to the financial or business affairs of any 
particular person – including the Council holding that information). 

 
   
4.2 Sports Services: Update Report on Catering Contract (confidential 

due to information relating to the financial or business affairs of any 
particular person – including the Council holding that information). 

 
4.3 Castle Gardens & Sir Milne Barbour Park: Revised Opening & 

Closure Arrangements (confidential due to relating to action taken in 
connection with the prevention, investigation or prosecution of a 
crime). 

 
4.4  Moira Demesne – Request to stage a Concert/Festival (confidential 

due to information relating to the financial or business affairs of any 
particular person – including the Council holding that information). 

 
4.5 Tender Report – Referees Changing Module at Billy Neill 

(confidential due to information relating to the financial or business 
affairs of any particular person – including the Council holding that 
information). 

 
  5. Any Other Business 

—ooOOoo— 
 
 

To: Members of Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council 



LISBURN & CASTLEREAGH CITY COUNCIL 

 
MEETING OF THE LEISURE & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 5th 
MARCH 2019 

 

REPORT BY DIRECTOR OF LEISURE & COMMUNITY WELLBEING 

 

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this report is to set out for Members’ consideration a number of 
recommendations specifically relating to the operation of the Council. 

    

The following items are for consideration: 

 

• It is recommended Members consider the report from the Acting 
Head of Service [Community & Cultural Services] 

• It is recommended Members consider the report from the Head 
of Service [Sports Services] 

• It is recommended Members consider the report from the Head 
of Service [Parks & Amenities] 

 

ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION 

 

1.  REPORT FROM MRS SIOBHAN McCORMICK, ACTING HEAD OF 
SERVICE [CULTURAL & COMMUNITY SERVICES] 

Please find attached at Appendix 1 the Report of the Head of Service 
[Cultural & Community Services] 

Recommendation 

It is recommended Members consider the Report of the Head of Service 
[Cultural & Community Services] 

2. REPORT FROM MR BRENDAN COURTNEY, HEAD OF SERVICE 
[SPORTS SERVICES] 

Please find attached at Appendix 2 the Report of the Head of Service [Sports 
Services] 

 

Recommendation 



It is recommended Members consider the Report of the Head of Service, 
[Sports Services] 

3. REPORT FROM MR ROSS GILLANDERS [HEAD OF SERVICE [PARKS & 
AMENITIES] 

Please find attached at Appendix 3 the Report of the Head of Service [Parks 
& Amenities] 

           Recommendation 

It is recommended Members consider the Report of the Head of Service, 
[Parks & Amenities]   
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LISBURN & CASTLEREAGH CITY COUNCIL 

OF LEISURE & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE – 
TUESDAY 5th MARCH 2019 

REPORT BY THE ACTING HEAD OF SERVICE (CULTURAL & COMMUNITY 
SERVICES)  

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this report is to set out for Members` consideration a number of 
recommendations relating to the operation of the Council. 

The following decisions are required: 

• To agree a response to the consultation exercise in relation to the Draft
ACNI Strategy 2019 - 2024

• To consider and agree the proposed hire charges for the Island Arts Centre
2019 - 2020.

• To consider Council participation in the Pride of Place Awards for 2019

• To agree to request delegated authority from Council to approve
recommendations of the Local Peace Partnership in respect of a number of
Tender and Grant awards.

• To approve the Minutes of the Lisburn & Castlereagh Local PEACE IV
Partnership meeting held on the 21 January 2019.

• To consider the request from the John Hewitt Society regarding the 2019
Bursary Awards.

• To consider a report in regard to funding support to Lisburn Gateway Club
to assist in identifying a sustainable operating model for the organization.

• To consider a report in relation to a request from Resurgam Community
Development Trust for financial assistance toward the design, printing and
publication of a book tracing the development and work of the
organisation

• To consider and approve the Council`s Good Relations Action Plan
2019/2020
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ITEMS FOR NOTING 

• To note correspondence from Special European Union Programmes Body
[SEUPB] confirming continued PEACE IV funding commitment following
the anticipated UK withdrawal from the EU

ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION 

1. DRAFT ARTS COUNCIL NI STRATEGY 2019 – 2024
“INSPIRE/CONNECT/LEAD”: CONSULTATION

Members will recall that in January 2019, following significant consultation with the
arts sector, key stakeholders, partners in local and central government and the wider
public sector, that the Arts Council of Northern Ireland (ACNI) launched its Draft 5-
year Strategic Framework. This framework had three governing principles of ‘Inspire
/ Connect / Lead’, outlining the key priorities and actions that ACNI intends to pursue
over the next five-year period from 2019-2024.

Following consideration of the Draft Strategy and Officer attendance at one of the
public consultation workshops held by ACNI during February, draft comments are
being finalized by Officers for Member consideration by way of a Council response
to the consultation.  A report in this regard will be circulated under separate cover in
advance of the meeting for Member consideration.

Recommendation

Members are asked to consider the draft comments to be circulated under separate
cover in advance of the meeting and agree a Council response.

2. ISLAND ARTS CENTRE PROPOSED REVISED HIRE CHARGES PACKAGES
2019-20

Members are advised that the proposed Hire Charges Appendix 1 & 2 [CCS] for
ISLAND Arts Centre, 2019-20 represent a 5% increase on last year. It is proposed
that this increase is operational from 1st April 2019 for the financial year. Members
are asked to note that while this is an above inflation rise, the charges in the Arts
Centre have been benchmarked against similar other local authority facilities and
have been found to be below these.

Hire Packages have been updated to represent a similar 5% increase on the actual
cost for ticketing, administration, technical support and room hire.

Recommendation

Members are recommended to consider and agree the revised hire charges of the
ISLAND Arts Centre 2019-20.
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3. PRIDE OF PLACE AWARDS 2019

Members will recall the Council’s participation in the Pride of Place 2018 which
resulted in three local groups participating on an all-Ireland basis, one of which
received a runner-up award at the Gala Awards Ceremony in Cork in November
2018.

The Award Ceremony for the Pride of Place Awards 2019 is due to take place on the
30 November 2019 in Kilkenny and applications are now been invited to the 2019
competition.

Members are asked to consider if the Council would wish to submit nominations,
which must be received by Co-Operation Ireland by the closing date of the 3rd May
2019.  The cost to the Council to enter is £2,600 plus additional cost incurred for the
judges’ visits and attendance, and accommodation at the Awards Ceremony.

Should Members wish the Council to nominate groups it is proposed that Officers
consider these under the relevant categories in consultation with the Chairman &
Vice Chairman with a view to bringing a further report back for Committee
consideration.

Recommendation

Members are asked to consider the Council’s involvement in the Pride of Place
Awards 2019.

4. PEACE AWARDS

Background

The PEACE IV Programme currently has a returned tender for a new Integration for
New Communities project under the Shared Space and Services theme. This Tender
is being assessed week beginning 25 February 2019.

Additionally, a call for applications for grant awards under the Building Positive
Relations Theme was recently issued with a deadline for submissions of 21 February
at noon. These will also be assessed week beginning 25 February 2019.

The next Peace Partnership meeting will be held on 7th March (brought forward due
to St Patrick’s day holiday) when these Projects will go for recommendation.

It is requested that delegated authority be sought from Council for the Chairman and
Vice Chairman of the Leisure & Community Development Committee in consultation
with the Director of Leisure & Community Wellbeing to approve the recommendations
of the Local Peace Partnership in regard to these awards to ensure the Contract and
Letters of Offer can be issued expediently.

Financial issues 
The Tender Award is worth £73,000 under the theme of Shared Space and Services 
and £41,800 available under the theme of Building Positive Relations for the Grants 
Scheme. The minimum a group can apply for is £15,000. 
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Recommendation 

Members are asked to agree the delegated authority requested. 

5. MINUTES OF THE PEACE IV PARTNERSHIP

Attached at Appendix 3[CCS] for Members consideration is a copy of the Minutes of 

the Local Peace IV Partnership meeting held on the 21 January 2019. 

Recommendation

Members are recommended to approve the Minutes of the Lisburn & Castlereagh 

Local Peace IV meeting held on the 21 January 2019

6. JOHN HEWITT SOCIETY BURSARY AWARDS 2019
Attached at Appendix 4 [CCS] is correspondence received from the above Society 
requesting Council consider as in previous years provision of two bursaries at a cost 
of £400 each to support the attendance of two local residents at the John Hewitt 
Annual International Summer School, a six day cross community festival celebrating 
culture and creativity through literature and creative writing. Members are advised 
that provision in this regard has been made in the 2019-2020 Departmental 
Financial Estimates.
Recommendation
Members are asked to note the letter from the John Hewitt Society regarding the 2019 
bursary awards and agree to the request through the provision of two bursaries for 
local residents.

7. LISBURN GATEWAY CLUB

Members at the Council Meeting held on 26th February received an update following 

the meeting involving Alderman S P Porter, Councillor McCarthy, the Chief 

Executive and representatives of the South Eastern Health & Social Care Trust to 

discuss creating a sustainable funding model going forward for the above club.   At 

the meeting it was agreed that both parties would explore and consider this in the 

longer term but that both should endeavor to provide short term funding 

assistance to allow the club to continue in the interim.

In view of this it is recommended Members agree to provide short term assistance 

in the sum of £2,000 in anticipation of the Trust also contributing. 

Recommendation

It is recommended Members agree to offer interim financial assistance in the sum of

£2,000 to Lisburn Gateway Club.
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8. RESURGAM COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT TRUST: REQUEST FOR BOOK
GRANT – “CONFLICT TO PEACE

A request has been received from the above community organization for financial
assistance toward the publication of a book tracing the organization`s development.
To date the group has received circa £9k from the Community Relations Council and
the Housing Executive for the commissioning and writing of the book, which is
intended to document the development of the organisation through conception,
peace building, social enterprise, sustainable education and community
development.  The production of the book is supported by the Department for
Communities whose staff see it as serving as an exemplar and supporting
knowledge transfer as the Department supports the Trust in its participation in an
embryo Northern Ireland “Community Academy”.

The funding received to date relates to the commissioning and writing of the book
and the Resurgam Trust is requesting Council financial assistance toward the
design, printing and publication.

The Council has previously assisted both individuals and local organisations in the
publication of books of local interest.

Recommendation

It is recommended Members agree to provide financial assistance up to a maximum
of £5,000, to the Resurgam Community Development Trust toward the design,
printing and publication of the above book, subject to expenditure being satisfactorily
vouched.

9. 2019-20 GOOD RELATIONS ACTION PLAN

Members will recall noting at the January meeting of the Leisure & Community
Development Committee the request from the Executive Office (TEO) for the
Council to submit under the District Councils Good Relations Programme 2019-22
Action Plan, T:BUC. It’s Good Relations Action Plan for consideration for funding by
the closing date of 15 February 2019.

In previous years this has been on an annual basis but this time they are inviting
Action Plans on a three year basis.

The Action Plan for 2019-20 was submitted by 15th February 2019 and for the
following two years, 2020-21 and 2021-22 will be submitted by 15th March 2019.

Attached at Appendix 5 [CCS] is a copy of the Good Relations Action Plan 2019-
20, which outlines the key projects and delivery outcomes, linked to the Council’s
Good Relations, under the Together Building a United Community (T:BUC) themes
of:
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• Children & Young People 
• Shared Community  
• Safe Community  
• Cultural Expression 

 
The total value of the Action Plan for 2019-20 is £170,602 and the council is 
requesting 75% (£127,952) funding towards both the staffing and programming 
elements from TEO.  The Council’s 25% contribution has been included as part of 
the 2019/2020 estimates process.   
 
Recommendation 
 
Members are recommended to agree the 2019/2020 Good Relations Action Plan as 
submitted to the Executive Office. 

 
 
ITEMS FOR NOTING 

 
10. CORRESPONDENCE FROM SEUPB RE COMMITMENT TO PEACE FUNDING  

FOLLOWING UK WITHDRAWAL FROM EU 
 

Attached at Appendix 6 [CCS] is a copy of correspondence received from the 
Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB). 
 
The PEACE IV Programme has received commitment that it can be continued until 
its conclusion and this commitment has been agreed to and included within the 
Withdrawal Agreement between the UK and the EU. 
 
SEUPB’s understanding is that funding to all projects under the PEACE IV 
Programme is guaranteed under the current programming period, irrespective of the 
Withdrawal Agreement between the UK and the EU. 
 
The current Lisburn-Castlereagh PEACE IV Action Plan will conclude in February 
2020 with all project activity completing by December 2019. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Members are asked to note the attached correspondence from SEUPB. 
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ROOM HIRE RATES 2019-2030 

 

Room Type / Item Type Rate Community/ 
Charity 

Commercial  
 

Studio Theatre  
(up to 100 people maximum) 
 

Per hour 
 

£23.00 + vat 
 

£67.00 + vat 
£30.00+ vat (arts)  
 

Studio Theatre – General Events 
Additional charges to room hire 
 
 

Per event Technical Support 
£31.00 per hr + vat per Technician.  The level 
of Technical Support needed to be arranged 
with Arts & Events Technical Officer.  
minimum 4hr call to include 1hr pre-show 
 
Studio Theatre Front of House Supervisor 
£29.00 per hr, minimum 4hr call to include 1hr 
pre-show 
 

Event Security  
(if applicable – assessed by 
management) 
 
 

Per event £166.00 + vat to include: 
• 2 Security Staff on 4hr calls  

£22.00 per hr per Security Staff  
(4hr minimum call) 
 

Studio Theatre Stage Units Per item £250.00 + vat for 12 units or 
£21.00 per unit + vat 
 

Dance Studio Per hour £15.00 £19.00 (arts) 
£22.00 

Gallery 2 Per hour £16.00 £35.00 
Gallery 2 (part) Per week £144.00 £220.00 
Gallery 2 (all) Per week £216.00 £299.00 
Rock Music Rehearsal Rooms  Per hour £6.00 + vat £11.00 + vat 
Artists’ Studios Monthly N/A £220.00 
Coffee Area Per hour £5.00 + vat £8.00+ vat 
Workshops (up to 20 people maximum) Per hour £11.00 £15.00 (arts) 

£23.00 
Pottery Room Per hour £11.00 + vat £23.00 + vat 
Large Kiln Use 
Small Kiln Use 

Per firing £23.00 + vat 
£17.00 + vat 

£25.00 + vat 
£19.00 + vat 
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STUDIO HIRE PACKAGES 2019-2020 
 
 

 
Studio Theatre Hire Includes 
 

Room Hire (including set up) 
Standard Lighting and Sound package (refer to attached spec) 

1 x Technician 
1 x changing room (max.10) 

1 x FOH Supervisor 
Bar facilities for pre-show and interval 

Full box office / ticketing service (sold via website 24/7 / telephone / counter) 
 

 
 Half Day (4 Hours) Full Day (8 Hours) 

Community / Charity £400 £700 
   

Commercial £640 £1,000 
   

 
 
 

• All rates quoted are exclusive of VAT. 
 

• Registered Charities, local schools and local churches are entitled to 
community / charity rate. 
 

• If your cast exceeds 10 for changing facilities, depending on availability 
we will endeavour to allocate an alternative space. 
 

• The Arts and Events Technical Team must be contacted a minimum of 
6 weeks prior to event so specific requirements can be assessed.  
Increased rates may apply for technical support outside the spec. 
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Insurance Cover: 
Proof of your company PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE (minimum £5 million) 
must be provided at least 14 days prior to event along with a Risk 
Assessment and signed contract. 
 
Access / Exit: 
Get in/out, rehearsals and running times must be communicated at the time of 
booking to ensure facilities are available. 
 
Contacts: 
 
Name Phone Email 
Barry Turkington 
 
Arts Administration 
Coordinator (Acting) 

028 9244 7506 barry.turkington@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

Paula Fay 
 
Arts Administration 
Assistant (Acting) 

028 9244 7505 paula.fay@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

Cathal Magee  
 
Arts and Events 
Technical Officer 

028 9244 7515 cathal.magee@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

Tim Dougherty  
 
Arts and Events 
Technician 

028 9244 7520 tim.dougherty@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

Richie Lappin  
 
Arts and Events 
Technician 

028 9244 7514 richie.lappin@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 
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LCCC Peace IV Partnership 
Minutes of the proceedings of the LCCC PEACE IV Partnership held in 

the Willow Room, Civic Headquarters, Lagan Valley Island, 
Monday 21st January 2019 at 6.00pm 

 
In Attendance 
 
Partnership: 
 

Cllr Jonathan Craig (Chair) DUP 
The Mayor, Cllr Uel Mackin DUP 
Ald Stephen Martin (VC) APNI 
Cllr John Palmer UUP 
Cllr Ben Mallon DUP 
Lynsey Agnew LCC Community Trust 
Pauline McMullan Lisburn YMCA  
Adrian Bird  Resurgam Trust 
Gerard Flynn NIHE 
Mabel Scullion Early Intervention Lisburn 
Yvette Wilkinson Lagan Valley Vineyard 

 
Secretariat: 
 

Niamh O’Carolan Peace Programme Manager 
Sarah McKenna Audit & Verification Officer 

 
1. Apologies: 
 
Apologies were received from:  
 

Cllr Rhoda Walker DUP 
Cllr Andrew Girvin TUV 
Dolly Misra Intercultural Friendship Group 
Diane Ewart TADA Rural Network 

 
 
 
2. Minutes of the Partnership Meeting held on 19th November 2018 and 

Matters Arising 
 
Cllr Craig welcomed all those in attendance and invited members to review the minutes for 
accuracy.  Members agreed that the minutes of the previous Partnership meeting held on 
19th November 2018 were a true and accurate reflection of the meeting.   
 
RESOLVED: To adopt the minutes of the Partnership meeting held on 19th November 2018 
as a true and accurate reflection of the meeting.   

HoS C&CS Appendix 3 
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Proposed: Cllr John Palmer 
Seconded: Mabel Scullion 
 
 
2.1 Matters Arising 
 
There were no matters arising. 
 
 
3. Declaration of Interests 
 
Cllr Craig enquired if anyone wished to declare a conflict of interest on any item on the 
Agenda.  No declarations were made.  Cllr Craig reminded members to make a declaration 
during the meeting if necessary. 
 
 
4.  Peace IV Update 
 
4.1 Update on Projects  
 
The Peace Programme Manager informed the Partnership that an e-mail confirmation had 
been received on the 21st January from SEUPB, approving the reallocation of the Carryduff 
Greenway funding.  This will be split with £70,000 additional funding to the Welcome House 
and the remaining £72,775 for the Welcoming Place, an Integrating Communities Project.   
 
An Addendum to the Partner Delivery Contract would be issued to The Welcome House. 
 
The Terms of Reference for the Welcoming Place tender have been agreed by Council 
Procurement and SEUPB and it is hoped to advertise the tender on 24th January 2019. 
 
 
4.2      Extensions to Projects 
 
SEUPB also confirmed the extension of the LCCC Peace Programme to February 2020. 
As a result projects can continue activity up to December 2019, leaving two months for the 
Secretariat to finalise the Programme. 
 
The Peace Grants will be able to have activity up to December 2019.  Some current projects 
also require an extension to their timescale.  The Programme Manager explained that some 
projects experienced difficulty recruiting participants and would benefit from this extension. 
 
Partnership Members had no objections to extending project timeframes to December 2019.  
The Programme Manager would action the re-issuing of amended Letters of Offer. 
 
 
 
4.3 Peace Grants for Approval 
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The Peace Programme Manager reported that 8 applications were received to the Children 
& Young People (CYP) theme and 4 to Building Positive Relations (BPR).   She thanked 
members who had given their time to sit on the assessment panels on 17th and 18th January 
2019. 
 
The manager circulated a report showing the applicant organisations, the amount of funding 
requested, assessment score, participant numbers and unit cost per participant.  The funding 
threshold is 65, meaning that applicants scoring below 65 are not eligible for funding.  
Projects which could be funded were highlighted yellow on the report. 
 
The Peace Programme Manager advised that delegated authority had been granted from 
Council’s Leisure and Community Development Committee at their meeting in December 
2018 to approve awarded Grants at the LCDC meeting in February. This would allow Letter of 
Offers to be issued expediently and allow projects to begin as soon as possible.   
 
Of the 8 Children and Young People applications, 5 scored above 65 and were eligible for 
funding.  However, with a budget of £78,263 only the 3 top scoring projects could be funded 
in full.   These projects are: 
 

APPLICANT AMOUNT AWARDED 
Belfast YMCA £17,231.50 
Lisburn YMCA £16,710.00 
Crewe United Glenavy £31,714.00 

 
There would be a balance of £12,967.50 to be allocated.    
 
The Peace Programme Manager noted however that there were some possible savings to be 
made from the 3 funded budgets, such as hoodies and some overhead costs that could be 
added to the remaining balance.  This would fund the top 3 projects and leave over £16,000 
to be allocated or offered to the next eligible project. 
 
Of the 4 Building Positive Relations applications, only 1 project scored above 65 and was 
eligible for funding.  The budget of £72,424 was not fully utilised and a balance of £41,820 
remains to be allocated.  The funded Project is: 
 

APPLICANT AMOUNT AWARDED 
Resurgam Trust £30,604.00 

 
Adrian Bird declared an interest in the Resurgam Youth Initiatives and Resurgam Trust 
applications. 
 
An extensive discussion took place. It was suggested that by reducing the amounts of the 
eligible projects that all 5 CYP projects could receive some funding.  This approach was 
refuted on the grounds that the applicant may not be able to deliver the project as described 
on a reduced amount and by removing elements of the project it would be too different 
from the scored application.   
 
Some Partnership members questioned value for money, with some projects having a much 
higher unit cost per participant.  The Peace Programme Manager confirmed that applications 
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were evaluated on value for money and this was reflected in the assessment score.  It was 
also noted that higher costs could be incurred where the participants are marginalised, 
harder to reach and who may not have previous experience of shared education or cross 
community activity. 
 
Questions were also asked if the two unfunded eligible CYP projects could move to the BPR 
theme.  The Peace Programme Manager stated it was not possible to move between 
themes, as each are distinct and target different age groups.  It could be possible for the 
applicant to re-jig the project idea, for example include an intergenerational dimension and 
re-apply to a different theme. 
 
Adrian Bird and Yvette Wilkinson left the meeting at 6.45pm. 
 
All members agreed that: 

• The 3 top scoring eligible Children and Young People Projects would be funded with 
any savings recouped, as identified by the Peace Programme Manager and in 
agreement with the applicant. 

• The one eligible Building Positive Relations Project would be funded. 
• 2 CYP applications that scored over the threshold will be asked, in order of score, if 

they could manage their project on a budget of about £16,000.  If so, funding can be 
allocated to the project and that would deplete the CYP budget. 

• The Peace Programme Manager would clarify with SEUPB if the Partnership would 
need to publicly re-advertise Grants to allocate the remaining funds under BPR. 

 
 
5. Any Other Business 
 
5.1 There was no other business to discuss. 
 
 
6. Date of Next Meeting 

 
The next meeting of the Peace IV Partnership will take place on Monday 18th February 2019 
at 6.00pm in the Willow Room, Lagan Valley Island. 
 
The meeting closed at 6.50pm. 
 
 
 



the 
John  Hewitt 

Society 
Jim Rose 
Director of Leisure & 
Community Services 
Lisburn & cast1ereagh 
Qty Council 
Lagan Valley Island, 
Lisburn, 
Co. Antrim, 
BT27 4RL 

13t11 February 2019 

Dear Jim, 

ussuR-N & CASTLEREAGH

CITY COUNCIL

RECEIVED l 9 FEB 2019

LEISURE & COMMUNITY WELLBEING

3rd Floor, The MAC 
10 Exchange Street West 
Belfast, BT1 2NJ 
Tel: 028 9032 4522 
Email: hello@johnhewlttsoclety.org 
Website: www .john hewittsociety. org 

Last year we contacted you regarding support of our bursary scheme at our annual 
International Summer School, a six-day cross-community festival celebrating culture and 
creativity through literature and creative writing. 

The Society actively promotes cross-community and cross-border links, providing neutral 
spaces for Its activities, creating events to encourage debate, understanding, tolerance and 
acceptance of cultural diversity through the arts. An important part of the Society's activities is 
the annual John Hewitt International Summer School held in The Market Place Theatre, 
Armagh on the last week of July. This prestigious event has in recent years had contributions 
from Baroness Helena Kennedy, Lord Steel, President Michael D Higgins, Naomi Long MP, 
Michael Longley, and many others. 

A significant part of the Society's ethos Is to encourage attendancie from those who 
would not normally attend, or whose socio-economic drcumstances would not 
allow them to attend. To address this Issue we have secured funding for bursary places to 
assist individuals to benefit from the Summer School. In 2018 we were delighted to receive 
the support of housing associations, and a number of local area authorities who funded 
individual bursary places for their residents to attend the Summer School, providing entry to 
all events and residential B&B accommodation for five nights. 

One bursary recipient in 2018 reported: 

"It has been a life changing event for me in what was a difflmlt year. I 
socialized and made friends. It really a,uld not have been any better and the 
privilege of aax,mmodation, workshops, and breakfast ... was not lost on 
me." 

Toe John Hewitt Society ts a not-for-profit, charitable status, limited liability company. 
Registered at the above address. 

Company No: NI 41294 Charity No: NIC102629 

HoS C&CS Appendix 4
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District Council: LISBURN & CASTLEREAGH CITY COUNCIL 

Chief Executive Officer: MR DAVID BURNS 
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Please read the guidance notes provided before completing the action 
plan. 

Appendix 1 

1.1 Programme information 

 

1.2 Financial information 

Number of programmes 
 

10 

Name/role/contact details of all staff 
responsible for programme management 

Lynsey Gray   
Good Relations Officer, LCCC 
Bridge Community Centre, 50 Railway Street  
Lisburn, BT28 1XP  
p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  
Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 
 
John Beattie 
Administrative Assistant  
Bridge Community Centre, 50 Railway Street  
Lisburn, BT28 1XP 
028 9244 7807   
John.Beattie@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk   
 
Rhonda O’Neill 
Community Support Officer 
Bridge Community Centre, 50 Railway Street  
Lisburn, BT28 1XP 
028 9244 7705 
Rhonda.O’Neill@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 
 

Name/contact details for staff 
responsible for financial management 
of programme 
 

Lynsey Gray   
Good Relations Officer, LCCC 
Bridge Community Centre, 50 Railway Street  
Lisburn, BT28 1XP  
p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  
Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 
 
Rhonda O’Neill 
Community Support Officer 
Bridge Community Centre, 50 Railway Street  
Lisburn, BT28 1XP 
028 9244 7705 
Rhonda.O’Neill@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk   
 
Siobhan McCormick 
(Acting) Head of Cultural & Community 
Services 
Civic Headquarters, Lagan Valley Island 

mailto:Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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1.3 Claim deadlines 

It is extremely important that all claims for expenditure are made promptly and that full 
expenditure is claimed for within six weeks of the end of the financial year. The claim 
deadlines for 2019/20 are as follows: 

•        Quarter 1 to be with TEO no later than end of July 2019  
•        Quarter 2 to be with TEO no later than end of October 2019 
•        Quarter 3 to be with TEO no later than the end of January 2020 
•        Quarter 4 to be with TEO no later than 12 June 2020 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lisburn, BT27 4RL 
Siobhan.McCormick@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk  
 

 100% 75% 
Total cost  £170,602 £127,952 
Total programme costs £105,000 £78,750 
Total staff costs  £65,602 £49,202 
Staff cost breakdown Good Relations 

Officer; SO1. 31 
(FT) – £36,988 

Admin Assistant; 
Scale 4 point 19 
(FT) - £26,614 

Travel & 
Subsistence 

£2000 

Good Relations 
Officer; SO1. 31 
(FT) – £27,741 
 
Admin Assistant; 
Scale 4 point 19 (FT) 
- £19,960.50 
 
Travel & 
Subsistence 
 
£1500 

mailto:Siobhan.McCormick@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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Section 2 

2.01 PROGRAMME NAME 2.02 CODE 
YOUTH COUNCIL LEADERSHIP & DEVELOPMENT LCCC1 
2.02 KEY WORDS Youth Engagement Council  
2.03 Contact details for 
programme staff 

Lynsey Gray GRO, LCCC 

p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  

Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

2.04 Total budgeted cost of 
programme (100%) 

£10,000 

2.05 Total target no. of 
participants 

Direct 240 Indirect 2400 

2.06 Budgeted unit cost of 
programme 

£41.66 
 
Good Relations programme costs is only part of the 
totality of costs for the Youth Council with other 
contributors such as the Education Authority, PSCP, 
PSNI, Community Planning & Peace IV. 

2.07 Targeted participant 
background analysis 

60 PUL/30 CNR/10 OTHER 

2.08 Name and post code of 
Programme HQ 

Location Lagan Valley 
Island 

Postcode BT27 4RL 

2.09 Names and post codes for 
main areas of programme 
impact 

Location Lisburn City 
Centre 

Postcode BT27/BT28 

Location Dundonald Postcode BT16 1HY 
Location Maghaberry Postcode BT67 0JE 
Location Derriaghy Postcode BT17 9EU 

2.1 Programme plan – what difference do we want to make? 
2.11 T:BUC Key Priority  

1: OUR CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE 
 

2.12 T:BUC Outcome  
1.2: IMPROVED ATTITUDES BETWEEN YOUNG PEOP;E 
FROM DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS  
 

2.13 Project Level Outcome – 
This should relate to the 
Survey Question on the TEO 
outcomes spreadsheet.  

 
1.3 AN INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS WHO 
ARE MORE FAVOURABLE TOWARDS PEOPLE FROM AN 
ETHNIC MINORITY BACKGROUND 
 

2.14 Additional Project level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 
An increase in the percentage of young people who feel 
that they have an influence to decisions made within 
the LCCC area. 
 

2.15 Link to good relations 
audit 

*New GR Audit currently being conducted* 
1.Helping YP to articulate their voices through the 
Youth Council and other fora and building the leadership 
skills of young people 

mailto:Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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2.There is a need to create more shared opportunities 
for young people in L&C to engage with one another 
 
Covered within the audit from page 54 onwards. 

2.16 Complementarity Education Authority Youth Service, PSNI, Lisburn and 
Castlereagh Community Planning Partnership and 
Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council (Community 
Development, PCSP, PEACE IV and Good Relations) will: 
 
•Recognise the function of the Youth Council as a 
representative voice for young people and pro-actively 
engage and participate with young people on a regular 
basis 
 
•Seek the opinions of young people on decisions that 
affect or have an impact on their lives and giving them 
a meaningful voice 
 
•Respond to young peoples’ emerging needs, issues and 
priorities. 
 
Key Partnership 
 
•A Partnership Agreements has been completed 
between the Education Authority and Lisburn 
Castlereagh City Council. 
 

2.17 Programme summary 
information 2019/20 

The Youth Council will be continued to be developed 
upon since its launch in January 2018, with 24 members 
elected to serve a two year term.  
 
The continued development of the Youth Council will be 
undertaken in partnership with the Good Relations 
Officer, the Community Planning Manager, the PEACE IV 
Manager, PSNI, the PSCP and the Education Authority 
(who now has a dedicated worker in place to guide the 
Youth Council members). 
 
As per the Youth Councils Terms of Reference, their 
functions will include: 
 

• To encourage and promote the participation of 
young people at local level, within the Youth 
Council; 

• To develop the skills, knowledge and confidence 
of Youth Council Members to engage with other 
young people and policy/decision makers 
particularly Lisburn Castlereagh City Council; 

• To engage with the wider local youth population 
to ascertain their views on identified youth 
issues; 
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• To represent the views of the local youth 
population of the area to policy/decision makers 
particularly Lisburn Castlereagh City Council; 

• To ask policy/decision makers to be accountable 
for decisions which impact upon the lives of 
young people; 

• To  influence a range of council events and 
programmes;  

• To participate in appropriate consultative 
events; 

• To keep the local youth population informed of 
developments on the identified youth issues; 

• To produce an annual action plan and evaluate 
the plan using Youth Council evaluation 
framework; 

• To produce an Annual Report. 
 
Values 
 
The following values will underpin all aspects of the 
work of the Youth Council 
 

• Young people have the right to participate 
actively in decisions that may affect their lives. 

• Young people have the potential to be equal 
partners in the development, management and 
delivery of Youth Council 

• Policy/decision makers have a responsibility to 
engage meaningfully with young people. 

• Young people are in the best position to engage 
with other young people and to represent their 
views 

• The rights of young people should be actively 
promoted 

• Rights come with responsibilities which young 
people should be aware of and willing to engage 
with 

• Young people’s views and opinions should be 
expressed through democratic structures and 
processes 

• Society, and therefore the Youth Council should 
seek to be inclusive and based on equity, 
diversity and interdependence. 

• All those involved in work with young people 
should have the appropriate skills and 
knowledge and, as role models, work with 
integrity and openness 

• Young people should participate on a voluntary 
basis 

• No aspect of the activities of the Youth Council 
will be party political in intention, use, or 
presentation. 
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2.18 Potential to progress 
programme in 2020/21 

 

2.19 Potential to progress 
programme in 2021/22 
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2.2 Programme outcomes – what difference did we make? 
 

DISTRICT COUNCIL GOOD RELATIONS PROGRAMME – PROJECT LEVEL REPORT CARD 

What did we do?  How well did we do it? 
Quarter 1: List of activities underway 
/completed  

Quarter 1: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 2: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 2: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 3: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 3: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 4: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 4: % attendance, % completion 

What difference did we make? 
Number % 
Quarter 1: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 2: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 3: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 4: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

 

Additional Project Level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.22 Quotes from participants 
and stakeholders  

 

2.23 Learning for future 
programmes 

 
 
 

 

PROJECT REPORT CARD  - PROGRAMME NAME:  
 
KEY WORDS CODE 

  
Total cost of the 
programme (100%)                

 

Total Number of 
participants 

Direct  Indirect  

Participant 
Background 
Analysis 

PUL 
 
CNR 
 

 
 
 

Other  

Project Level 
Outcome 
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2.01 PROGRAMME NAME 2.02 CODE 
GOOD RELATIONS & CULTURAL IDENTITY GRANT LCCC2 
2.02 KEY WORDS Grant Aid Community  Funding Event Training 
2.03 Contact details for 
programme staff 

Lynsey Gray GRO, LCCC 

p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  

Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

2.04 Total budgeted cost of 
programme (100%) 

£30,000 

2.05 Total target no. of 
participants 

Direct 1200 Indirect 12000 

2.06 Budgeted unit cost of 
programme 

£25 

2.07 Targeted participant 
background analysis 

60 PUL/30 CNR/10 OTHER 

2.08 Name and post code of 
Programme HQ 

Location Lagan Valley 
Island 

Postcode BT27 4RL 

2.09 Names and post codes for 
main areas of programme 
impact 

Location Lisburn City 
Centre 

Postcode BT27/BT28 

Location Dundonald Postcode BT16 1HY 
Location Maghaberry Postcode BT67 0JE 
Location Derriaghy Postcode BT17 9EU 

2.1 Programme plan – what difference do we want to make? 
2.11 T:BUC Key Priority  

2. OUR SHARED COMMUNITY 
 

2.12 T:BUC Outcome  
2.1 INCREASED USE OF SHARED SPACE AND SERVICES 

2.13 Project Level Outcome – 
This should relate to the 
Survey Question on the TEO 
outcomes spreadsheet.  

 
2.2 AN INCREASE IN THE PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE 
WHO CONSIDER THE AREA THEY LIVE AS WELCOMING 
TO ALL COMMUNITIES 
 

2.14 Additional Project level 
Outcomes (optional) 

An increase in the percentage of people who have a 
greater understanding of good relations issues deep 
within their local communities. 

2.15 Link to good relations 
audit 

1. Museum]# 

2.16 Complementarity This grant is unique to other grants available within the 
Council however all complimentary departments will 
encourage groups to avail of the opportunity. 

2.17 Programme summary 
information 2019/20 

The Good Relations Grant Fund is for community 
relations and cultural diversity projects. It is open to 
community groups and other organisations involved in 
reconciliation and cultural diversity. The aim of the 
fund is to promote good relations between people of 

mailto:Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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different religious and political beliefs and different 
racial groups. 

Applications up to a maximum of £3000 are welcomed 
under any or all of the following themes based on the 
Together: Building a United Community Strategy: 

Our Children and Young People; Shared Aim: to 
continue to improve attitudes amongst our young 
people and to build a community where they can play a 
full and active role in building good relations. 

Our Shared Community; Shared Aim: to create a 
community where division does not restrict the life 
opportunities of individuals and where all areas are 
open and accessible to everyone. 

Our Safe Community; Shared Aim: to create a 
community where everyone feels safe in moving around 
and where life choices are not inhibited by fears around 
safety. 

Our Cultural Expression. Shared Aim: to create a 
community which promotes mutual respect and 
understanding, is strengthened by its diversity, and 
where cultural expression is celebrated and embraced. 

To deliver the grants programme up to 20 groups within 
Lisburn & Castlereagh. The Good Relations Grants 
programme is aimed at enhancing capacity for cross 
community dialogue across each of the four TBUC 
themes. 

1.1: Improving attitudes of children from different 
backgrounds 

1.2: Young people engaging in bringing the community 
together  

2.1:  Increased use of shared space and services (e.g. 
leisure centres, shopping centres, education, housing) 

2.2:  Shared space is accessible to all  

3.1:  Reduce the prevalence of hate crime and 
intimidation   

3.2:  A community where spaces and places are safe for 
all  

4.1:  Increase sense of community belonging (widens 
contribution beyond community background) 
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4.2:  Cultural diversity is celebrated 

Good Relations Officer will: 

- Promote the grant aid programme for 2019-20 
and answer any queries from groups 

- Deliver funding clinics and assist groups with GR 
applications. 

- Develop a short GR orienteering course that 
groups are invited to attend as part of the 
process to provide info on the grant scheme.  

- Assess applications and assist the moderation 
panel. 

- Monitor the OBA evaluation form for all grant 
aided projects 

- Undertake appropriate training for all those in 
receipt of grant aid such as OBA and GR policies. 

- To advise Funding & Investment in all matters in 
relation to grant aided groups. 

- To visit grant aided groups and monitor delivery 
of activities. 

- To liaise with the media ensuring that there are 
good news stories about good relations activities 
 

Timeline of grant: 

1. Publicity begins w/c 25.03.2019 
2. Grant open 01.04.2019 
3. Grant closes 26.04.2019 
4. Grant assessments w/c 29.04.2019 
5. Letters of offer issued w/c 13.05.2019 

 
2.18 Potential to progress 
programme in 2020/21 

It is envisaged this grant will mirror how TEO fund the 
DCGRP and be awarded on a rolling basis upon the 
availability of funding. This will allow groups to embed 
good relations programmes within their communities. 

2.19 Potential to progress 
programme in 2021/22 

It is envisaged this grant will mirror how TEO fund the 
DCGRP and be awarded on a rolling basis upon the 
availability of funding. This will allow groups to embed 
good relations programmes within their communities. 

 

2.2 Programme outcomes – what difference did we make? 
 

DISTRICT COUNCIL GOOD RELATIONS PROGRAMME – PROJECT LEVEL REPORT CARD 

PROJECT REPORT CARD  - PROGRAMME NAME:  
 
KEY WORDS CODE 
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What did we do?  How well did we do it? 
Quarter 1: List of activities underway 
/completed  

Quarter 1: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 2: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 2: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 3: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 3: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 4: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 4: % attendance, % completion 

What difference did we make? 
Number % 
Quarter 1: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 2: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 3: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 4: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

 

Additional Project Level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.22 Quotes from participants 
and stakeholders  

 

2.23 Learning for future 
programmes 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Total cost of the 
programme (100%)                

 

Total Number of 
participants 

Direct  Indirect  

Participant 
Background 
Analysis 

PUL 
 
CNR 
 

 
 
 

Other  

Project Level 
Outcome 
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2.01 PROGRAMME NAME 2.02 CODE 
Mediators Network LCCC3 
2.02 KEY WORDS Conflict Mediate  
2.03 Contact details for 
programme staff 

Lynsey Gray GRO, LCCC 

p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  

Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

2.04 Total budgeted cost of 
programme (100%) 

£8000 

2.05 Total target no. of 
participants 

Direct 300 Indirect 3000 

2.06 Budgeted unit cost of 
programme 

£26.66 

2.07 Targeted participant 
background analysis 

60 PUL/30 CNR/10 OTHER 

2.08 Name and post code of 
Programme HQ 

Location Lagan Valley 
Island 

Postcode BT27 4RL 

2.09 Names and post codes for 
main areas of programme 
impact 

Location Lisburn City 
Centre 

Postcode BT27/BT28 

Location Dundonald Postcode BT16 1HY 
Location Maghaberry Postcode BT67 0JE 
Location Derriaghy Postcode BT17 9EU 

2.1 Programme plan – what difference do we want to make? 
2.11 T:BUC Key Priority  

3: OUR SAFE COMMUNITY 

2.12 T:BUC Outcome  
3.1 REDUCE THE PREVELANCE OF HATE CRIME AND 
INTIMIDATION  
 

2.13 Project Level Outcome – 
This should relate to the 
Survey Question on the TEO 
outcomes spreadsheet.  

 
A decrease in the number of participants who felt 
intimidated by republican/loyalist murals, kerb 
paintings or flags in the last year. 
 

2.14 Additional Project level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 
 

2.15 Link to good relations 
audit 

1. Intra-community work and potential dissident 
activity is still a worry (page 99) 

2. Hard Issues: Recognising that prejudice still exist 
in parts and this can be addressed in part 
through education and awareness (page 78) 

2.16 Complementarity The programme will engage with both the PCSP and the 
Peace IV Programme to ensure complementarity.   It will 
offer an OCN Level 2 course, as well as the development 
of a mediation volunteer network from those currently 
and previously trained.  The programme also 
complements and links to the Councils Community 

mailto:Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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Development Strategy and its plans for community 
centres in terms of making them more accessible service 
hubs. 

2.17 Programme summary 
information 2019/20 

This programme aims to build a bank of trained 
mediators within the Lisburn and Castlereagh area who 
can work across the area in helping to address local low 
level conflict issues in local communities.   

Good Relations will link in with NIHE, PCSP, and 
Community Planning etc. to then forum a steering group 
to take forward the mediators network, drawing up its 
terms of reference and having its official members in 
place by March 2019. Initiation and programme 
development will then be included within this, the 
2019-2020 Good Relations Action Plan.  

For clarification, the mediator’s network is a legacy 
project after having had many mediation training 
sessions over the past 4 years within the Good Relations 
Action Plan. What we wanted to do was then create a 
platform that the trained community group members 
could use, in order to utilise their skills within the 
community – for their community. 

Participants will be contacted from previous lists of 
those who completed OCN level 2 and OCN level 3. We 
will hold a meeting to discuss the network and its 
direction. A tender process will be followed for a 
successful organisation not only to run the further 
accredited programmes aforementioned but to help 
facilitate those initial planning meetings, rolling out the 
Terms of Reference for the network to move forward 
with in 2019-2020. 

It is envisaged that once all mediators have their 40 
hours practise mediation – that their skills can be 
utilised within their communities on community 
disputes, good relations issues and general issues 
requiring mediation thus furthering the notion of a safe 
and shared community. 

2.18 Potential to progress 
programme in 2020/21 

Potential to build on the network and for participants 
to expand their remit within mediation and its 
utilisation. 

2.19 Potential to progress 
programme in 2021/22 

Potential to build on the network and for participants 
to expand their remit within mediation and its 
utilisation. 
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2.2 Programme outcomes – what difference did we make? 
 

DISTRICT COUNCIL GOOD RELATIONS PROGRAMME – PROJECT LEVEL REPORT CARD 

What did we do?  How well did we do it? 
Quarter 1: List of activities underway 
/completed  

Quarter 1: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 2: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 2: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 3: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 3: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 4: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 4: % attendance, % completion 

What difference did we make? 
Number % 
Quarter 1: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 2: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 3: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 4: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

 

Additional Project Level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.22 Quotes from participants 
and stakeholders  

 

2.23 Learning for future 
programmes 

 
 
 

 

PROJECT REPORT CARD  - PROGRAMME NAME:  
 
KEY WORDS CODE 

  
Total cost of the 
programme (100%)                

 

Total Number of 
participants 

Direct  Indirect  

Participant 
Background 
Analysis 

PUL 
 
CNR 
 

 
 
 

Other  

Project Level 
Outcome 
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2.01 PROGRAMME NAME 2.02 CODE 
MONITORING - OUTCOMES BASED ACCOUNTABILITY LCCC4 
2.02 KEY WORDS Outcomes Evidence Method Evaluation 
2.03 Contact details for 
programme staff 

Lynsey Gray GRO, LCCC 

p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  

Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

2.04 Total budgeted cost of 
programme (100%) 

£7000 

2.05 Total target no. of 
participants 

Direct 11,040 (sum 
of all direct 
programme 
participants 
within the 
plan) 

Indirect 20,000 

2.06 Budgeted unit cost of 
programme 

£0.63 

2.07 Targeted participant 
background analysis 

60 PUL/30 CNR/10 OTHER 

2.08 Name and post code of 
Programme HQ 

Location Lagan Valley 
Island 

Postcode BT27 4RL 

2.09 Names and post codes for 
main areas of programme 
impact 

Location Lisburn City 
Centre 

Postcode BT27/BT28 

Location Dundonald Postcode BT16 1HY 
Location Maghaberry Postcode BT67 0JE 
Location Derriaghy Postcode BT17 9EU 

2.1 Programme plan – what difference do we want to make? 
2.11 T:BUC Key Priority  

2. OUR SHARED COMMUNITY 
 

2.12 T:BUC Outcome  
2.1 INCREASED USE OF SHARED SPACE AND SERVICES 

2.13 Project Level Outcome – 
This should relate to the 
Survey Question on the TEO 
outcomes spreadsheet.  

 
2.2 AN INCREASE IN THE PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE 
WHO CONSIDER THE AREA THEY LIVE AS WELCOMING 
TO ALL COMMUNITIES 
 

2.14 Additional Project level 
Outcomes (optional) 

An increase in the percentage of people who have a 
greater understanding of good relations issues deep 
within their local communities. 

2.15 Link to good relations 
audit 

1. To enhance the capacity of the local groups to 
address hard good relations issues at local level 
(page 89) 

2. Recognising, understanding and celebrating all 
cultures in a positive and respectful manner be 
they single identity, cross community, multi-
cultural activities or be they arts, sports or 
culture (page 93) 

mailto:Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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2.16 Complementarity Outcomes based accountability   

2.17 Programme summary 
information 2019/20 

Promoting Equality and Good Relations has been a key 
element of the Council’s work since 2003. Each year 
every local authority area in Northern Ireland delivers a 
District Council Good Relations programme (DCGRP). 
This programme is 75% funded by TEO and 25% funded 
by Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council. The programme 
of work seeks to develop local responses to locally 
identified good relations issues and is delivered in the 
context of the T;BUC strategy, which is based on a 
number of principles and key priorities as set out below: 
 
Key Priorities  
The T;BUC Strategy outlines how Government, 
community and individuals will work together to build a 
united community and achieve change against the 
following key priorities:  
 
1. Our children and young people;  
2. Our shared community;  
3. Our safe community; and  
4. Our cultural expression.  
 
The Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council DCGRP provides 
support for 1 good relations officer whose role is to 
support delivery of good relations activity across the 
city, and 1 good relations administrative assistant. In 
addition, the programme supports delivery of a range of 
projects which are either: 
• delivered directly by Good Relations Officer 
• delivered by external organisations who are 
appointed through procurement exercises 
• Delivered by external organisations through 
grant aid  
 
The Council carried out an audit of Good Relations need 
in 2015 which identified key good relations issues, 
recommended appropriate actions and informed the 
development of subsequent Good Relations Action Plans 
for the City.  
 
The Belfast Agenda – which Lisburn & Castlereagh City 
Council are part of, was launched in November 2017. 
This plan adopts an outcomes approach and the Council 
wants to map the good relations outcomes which the 
DCGRP has delivered in 2019/20 in support of this 
Outcomes Based Accountability (OBA) approach. TEO 
also adopts an OBA approach and Council is keen to 
ensure that the process which it uses to record 
outcomes captures information that is relevant to 
outcomes in the Belfast Agenda and TEO framework.  
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Via the recruitment of an external and independent 
organisation or individual, LCCC will employ their 
services to oversee, in advance all of the OBA 
requirements linked to its latest plan, ensuring that 
TEOs OBA framework is followed and reported on 
throughout. 

2.18 Potential to progress 
programme in 2020/21 

Potential to employ an organisation / individual on a 3 
year basis to ensure longevity and good working 
relationship – thus also mirroring how the DCGRP is now 
funded.  

2.19 Potential to progress 
programme in 2021/22 

 

 

2.2 Programme outcomes – what difference did we make? 
 

DISTRICT COUNCIL GOOD RELATIONS PROGRAMME – PROJECT LEVEL REPORT CARD 

What did we do?  How well did we do it? 
Quarter 1: List of activities underway 
/completed  

Quarter 1: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 2: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 2: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 3: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 3: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 4: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 4: % attendance, % completion 

What difference did we make? 
Number % 
Quarter 1: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 2: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 3: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

PROJECT REPORT CARD  - PROGRAMME NAME:  
 
KEY WORDS CODE 

  
Total cost of the 
programme (100%)                

 

Total Number of 
participants 

Direct  Indirect  

Participant 
Background 
Analysis 

PUL 
 
CNR 
 

 
 
 

Other  

Project Level 
Outcome 
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Quarter 4: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

 

Additional Project Level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.22 Quotes from participants 
and stakeholders  

 

2.23 Learning for future 
programmes 
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2.01 PROGRAMME NAME 2.02 CODE 
COMMUNITY RELATIONS & CULTURAL DIVERSITY WEEK 
2019 

LCCC5 

2.02 KEY WORDS Quiz Culture Myths Community 
2.03 Contact details for 
programme staff 

Lynsey Gray GRO, LCCC 

p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  

Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

2.04 Total budgeted cost of 
programme (100%) 

£6000 

2.05 Total target no. of 
participants 

Direct 500 Indirect 5000 

2.06 Budgeted unit cost of 
programme 

£12 

2.07 Targeted participant 
background analysis 

60 PUL/30 CNR/10 OTHER 

2.08 Name and post code of 
Programme HQ 

Location Lagan Valley 
Island 

Postcode BT27 4RL 

2.09 Names and post codes for 
main areas of programme 
impact 

Location Lisburn City 
Centre 

Postcode BT27/BT28 

Location Dundonald Postcode BT16 1HY 
Location Maghaberry Postcode BT67 0JE 
Location Derriaghy Postcode BT17 9EU 

2.1 Programme plan – what difference do we want to make? 
2.11 T:BUC Key Priority  

OUR CULTURAL EXPRESSION 
 

2.12 T:BUC Outcome  
4.1 INCREASED SENSE OF COMMUNITY BELONGING 
 

2.13 Project Level Outcome – 
This should relate to the 
Survey Question on the TEO 
outcomes spreadsheet.  

 
An increase in participants who feel a sense of belonging 
to their neighbourhood. 

2.14 Additional Project level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 
 

2.15 Link to good relations 
audit 

1. The need to develop consensual as well as 
shared spaces; (page 80) 

2. The need to recognise and embrace the 
intercultural society in the new Council area. 
(page 98) 

2.16 Complementarity The GRO will liaise with all relevant departments both 
within Council and outside of Council to ensure 
partnership working where applicable, and no 
duplication of events. Community Planning will also be 
heavily involved in utilising a captive evidence for 
evidence gathering. 

2.17 Programme summary 
information 2019/20 

Good Relations Week 16 – 20 September 2019 
 

mailto:Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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THE BIG ‘popCULTURE’ QUIZ 
 
As part of Good Relations Week, Lisburn & Castlereagh 
City Council will hold a one off, high profile event in 
their headquarters at Lagan Valley Island. It is envisaged 
that there will be upwards of 200 people in attendance 
and the format of the event will be as follows: 
 

- Community & Voluntary groups will enter tables 
up to a maximum of 8 people; 

- A quiz master will have prepared questions sent 
by the GRO aimed at localised statistics and 
myth busting e.g. how many Syrians have been 
placed in the LCCC area since the beginning of 
the SVPRS; 

- Mid event we will break for some cultural 
entertainment; 

- We will invite and encourage as diverse an 
audience as possible; 

- The event well be highly publicised and will 
attract upwards of 200 people. 

 
The aim of the quiz is to bring communities together in 
a fun, interactive and maybe a little competitive way 
whilst engaging them in quiz questions around culture 
and diversity. The event will thereby create an 
environment of learning without the participants even 
realising! 
 

2.18 Potential to progress 
programme in 2020/21 

It is hoped after the first event that we could scale this 
event up in year 2 and 3 and perhaps even add partners 
to the list for complementarity – such as PCSP and 
Community Planning. 

2.19 Potential to progress 
programme in 2021/22 

It is hoped after the first event that we could scale this 
event up in year 2 and 3 and perhaps even add partners 
to the list for complementarity – such as PCSP and 
Community Planning. 

 

2.2 Programme outcomes – what difference did we make? 
 

DISTRICT COUNCIL GOOD RELATIONS PROGRAMME – PROJECT LEVEL REPORT CARD 

What did we do?  How well did we do it? 

PROJECT REPORT CARD  - PROGRAMME NAME:  
 
KEY WORDS CODE 

  
Total cost of the 
programme (100%)                

 

Total Number of 
participants 

Direct  Indirect  
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Quarter 1: List of activities underway 
/completed  

Quarter 1: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 2: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 2: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 3: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 3: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 4: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 4: % attendance, % completion 

What difference did we make? 
Number % 
Quarter 1: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 2: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 3: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 4: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

 

Additional Project Level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.22 Quotes from participants 
and stakeholders  

 

2.23 Learning for future 
programmes 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Participant 
Background 
Analysis 

PUL 
 
CNR 
 

 
 
 

Other  

Project Level 
Outcome 
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2.01 PROGRAMME NAME 2.02 CODE 
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY 2020 LCCC6 
2.02 KEY WORDS Holocaust Genocide Remembrance Commemorative  
2.03 Contact details for 
programme staff 

Lynsey Gray GRO, LCCC 

p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  

Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

2.04 Total budgeted cost of 
programme (100%) 

£4000 

2.05 Total target no. of 
participants 

Direct 400 Indirect 4000 

2.06 Budgeted unit cost of 
programme 

£10 

2.07 Targeted participant 
background analysis 

60 PUL/30 CNR/10 OTHER 

2.08 Name and post code of 
Programme HQ 

Location Lagan Valley 
Island 

Postcode BT27 4RL 

2.09 Names and post codes for 
main areas of programme 
impact 

Location Lisburn City 
Centre 

Postcode BT27/BT28 

Location Dundonald Postcode BT16 1HY 
Location Maghaberry Postcode BT67 0JE 
Location Derriaghy Postcode BT17 9EU 

2.1 Programme plan – what difference do we want to make? 
2.11 :BUC Key 

Priority 
 
4.OUR CULTURAL EXPRESSION 

 
2.12 T:BUC Outcome  

4.2 CULTURAL DIVERSITY IS CELEBRATED 
 

2.13 Project Level Outcome – 
This should relate to the 
Survey Question on the TEO 
outcomes spreadsheet.  

 
AN INCREASE IN THE PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE WHO 
THINK THAT THE CULTURE AND TRADITIONS OF THE 
MINORITY ETHNIC COMMUNITY ADD TO THE RICHNESS 
AND DIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IRELAND 
 

2.14 Additional Project level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 
 

2.15 Link to good relations 
audit 

1. Recognising, understanding and celebrating all 
cultures in a positive and respectful manner be 
they single identity, cross community, multi-
cultural activities or be they arts, sports or 
culture; (page 93) 

2. Increasing awareness of different cultures and 
identities among the wider population and 
dispelling myths and misperceptions. (page 100 

2.16 Complementarity  

2.17 Programme summary 
information 2019/20 

27 January marks the anniversary of the liberation of 
Auschwitz-Birkenau, the largest Nazi death camp. 
 

mailto:Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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The Holocaust threatened the fabric of civilisation, and 
genocide must still be resisted every day. Our world 
often feels fragile and vulnerable and we cannot be 
complacent. Even in the UK, prejudice and the language 
of hatred must be challenged by us all. 
 
HMD is for everyone. Each year across the UK, thousands 
of people come together to learn more about the past 
and take action to create a safer future. We know they 
learn more, empathise more and do more. 
 
Together we bear witness for those who endured 
genocide, and honour the survivors and all those whose 
lives were changed beyond recognition. 
 
 
This project will aim to increase awareness across the 
Lisburn and Castlereagh area on the holocaust;  focusing 
on the lessons from the holocaust and its relevance for 
today and how local people can start to challenge 
prejudice, promote tolerance and embrace cultural 
diversity in society, highlighting what can happen if 
prejudice and racism become acceptable.   
 
LCCC will host a Commemorative Civic Event on the 
Holocaust led by the Mayor of the Council with a 
dialogue workshop after the event aimed at encouraging 
some dialogue about the key messages that need to be 
shared.  
 

2.18 Potential to progress 
programme in 2020/21 

Potential to replicate 2018 HMD programme with 
facilitated visit to Poland. 

2.19 Potential to progress 
programme in 2021/22 

 

 

2.2 Programme outcomes – what difference did we make? 
 

DISTRICT COUNCIL GOOD RELATIONS PROGRAMME – PROJECT LEVEL REPORT CARD 

PROJECT REPORT CARD  - PROGRAMME NAME:  
 
KEY WORDS CODE 

  
Total cost of the 
programme (100%)                

 

Total Number of 
participants 

Direct  Indirect  

Participant 
Background 
Analysis 

PUL 
 
CNR 
 

 
 
 

Other  
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What did we do?  How well did we do it? 
Quarter 1: List of activities underway 
/completed  

Quarter 1: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 2: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 2: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 3: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 3: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 4: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 4: % attendance, % completion 

What difference did we make? 
Number % 
Quarter 1: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 2: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 3: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 4: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

 

Additional Project Level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.22 Quotes from participants 
and stakeholders  

 

2.23 Learning for future 
programmes 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project Level 
Outcome 
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2.01 PROGRAMME NAME 2.02 CODE 
INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN’S DAY JUNE 2019 LCCC7 
2.02 KEY WORDS Event Fun Young People BME Diversity 
2.03 Contact details for 
programme staff 

Lynsey Gray GRO, LCCC 

p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  

Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

2.04 Total budgeted cost of 
programme (100%) 

£6000 

2.05 Total target no. of 
participants 

Direct 2000 Indirect 8000 

2.06 Budgeted unit cost of 
programme 

£3 

2.07 Targeted participant 
background analysis 

60 PUL/30 CNR/10 OTHER 

2.08 Name and post code of 
Programme HQ 

Location Lagan Valley 
Island 

Postcode BT27 4RL 

2.09 Names and post codes for 
main areas of programme 
impact 

Location Lisburn City 
Centre 

Postcode BT27/BT28 

Location Dundonald Postcode BT16 1HY 
Location Maghaberry Postcode BT67 0JE 
Location Derriaghy Postcode BT17 9EU 

2.1 Programme plan – what difference do we want to make? 
2.11 T:BUC Key Priority  

1. CHILDREN YOUNG PEOPLE 
2.12 T:BUC Outcome  

1.1 IMPROVING ATTITUDES BETWEEN YOUNG PEOPLE 
FROM DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS. 
 

2.13 Project Level Outcome – 
This should relate to the 
Survey Question on the TEO 
outcomes spreadsheet.  

 
An increase in the number of participants who are more 
favourable towards people from an ethnic background. 
 

2.14 Additional Project level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.15 Link to good relations 
audit 

1. Some young people in L&C are vulnerable to the 
influence of others in their circle of influence- therefore 
it is important to build resilience among YP (page 77) 
2. There is a need to create more shared 
opportunities for young people in L&C to engage with 
one another (page 76) 

2.16 Complementarity The project has an existing networks with PSNI, NIHE, 
LCCC Sports Development, PCSP, elected members and 
political representatives, Lisburn South Interagency 
meetings, SE Health and Social Care Trust, SE Education 
Authority, The Resurgam Community Development 
Trust, Laganview Enterprise Centre, Social Enterprise 
HUB, Resurgam Women’s Network, Early Intervention 
Lisburn, Lisburn Sure Start, Family Support Hub, SE 
Outcomes Group, Hate Crime Forum, The Journey 

mailto:Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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Church, ATLAS Women’s Centre, Barnardo’s, Bryson, 
Lisburn Peoples Support Project, Lisburn SAFE, Old 
Warren Community Association, Hillhall Resource 
Centre, Hilden Community Association and Halftown 
Residents Association. 
 
Complementarity with all organisations involved is that 
it will further add to the community planning approach 
with such a wide variety of stakeholders involved – 
especially those targeting hard to reach groups. 

2.17 Programme summary 
information 2019/20 

International Children's Day 2019 
 
The World Conference for the Well-being of Children in 
Geneva, Switzerland, proclaimed June 1 to be 
International Children’s Day in 1925. It is usually marked 
with speeches on children’s rights and wellbeing, and 
other events involving or dedicated to children 
 
LCCC Good Relations will use this event to promote 
social inclusion and improve community relations via 
the medium of a fun, children based festival activity in 
a centralised shared and open space in Lisburn city 
centre but whilst remaining conscious that access to the 
event may pose a barrier to some groups further afield, 
this will be addressed by liaising with interested groups 
before the festival and involving them in any 
preparatory work, and ensuring transport can be 
secured if the numbers demonstrate a need. 
 
Good Relations in partnership with The Welcome 
Project Lisburn who support minority ethnic rights in 
the LCCC area. It is being built upon a legacy from the 
Welcome Project with events being held for over 6 years 
attracting over one thousand people each time – and 
growing. 
 
The festival will involve community groups based in the 
LCCC area from Poland, Lithuania, Ukraine, Filipino, 
India, South Africa and Northern Ireland. The event is 
scheduled for June 2018 and will provide activities for 
all age groups including: Music, dance, food, stilts man 
and stage performance (Premiere Circus); henna 
tattoos; climbing tower, glitter tattoos, face painting; 
little mobile farm; face painting, balloon modelling, 
mascots (PatArt); bouncy castles; sport challenges 
(LCCC Community Sports Development coaches), 
penalty kicks (The Journey Church), photo booth 
(Volunteer), Arts & Craft workshops (Lisburn Sure Start, 
The Journey Church and private suppliers), Technology 
Bus (PCSP), PSNI Vehicles, Fire Engine; promoting 
healthy eating, Plant/Grow/Cook – planting and 
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reducing food waste, cooking demonstration, stress & 
relaxation workshops (NI Holistic).  
 
Voluntary and community organisations, public agencies 
and local businesses will have stalls to promote their 
services. These activities will reduce potential friction 
and dispel myths that various communities may have of 
each other. This festival will enrich the lives of those 
who participate. The exposure to different cultures will 
enable individuals to develop good relations and build 
trust and respect within our communities. This will also 
challenge stereotyping of other communities and 
cultures. 
 
LCCC GR will also link in with organisations supporting 
Syrian Refugees (and our own current provision) to 
encourage their participation in the festival in the hope 
of identifying a number of volunteers for future events 
thus assisting with their integration into their locality to 
represent them and their needs.  
 
LCCC GR will also promote the link with the Official 
Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council Youth Council 
(branded #LCYC) which launched in January 2018 ready 
to take the needs of young people forward. Good 
Relations will promote two representatives from the 
Youth Council to sit on the steering group taking the 
festival plans forward – thus always ensuring the 
feedback from young people within our Council area. 
The festival will also be an opportunity for the Youth 
Council to promote themselves and inform people of 
their existence given the demographics of who is 
targeted to attend the event. 
 
The project, in partnership with the Welcome Project – 
which is a Black Minority Ethnic group based in Old 
Warren, Lisburn has been instrumental in integrating 
the Polish and Lithuanian community into Lisburn since 
approximately 2010. Their close work alongside the 
Resurgam Trust – who are a large community based 
organisation in Lisburn targeting hard to reach people 
who tend to not engage, has been pivotal in seeking buy 
in to all they do.  
 
The Welcome Project and Resurgam have their 
communities respect and admiration – and by partnering 
with these organisations the positive ramifications 
within their community and beyond after International 
Children’s Day will be felt for a long time. This 
partnership approach will also allow Good Relations 
within the Council to further secure buy in, in these 
hard to reach and sometimes insular communities. 
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2.18 Potential to progress 
programme in 2020/21 

Linking into the Community Plan for LCCC as a way of 
engaging the community further from a Good Relations 
perspective. 
 

2.19 Potential to progress 
programme in 2021/22 

 
 
 

 

2.2 Programme outcomes – what difference did we make? 
 

DISTRICT COUNCIL GOOD RELATIONS PROGRAMME – PROJECT LEVEL REPORT CARD 

What did we do?  How well did we do it? 
Quarter 1: List of activities underway 
/completed  

Quarter 1: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 2: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 2: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 3: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 3: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 4: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 4: % attendance, % completion 

What difference did we make? 
Number % 
Quarter 1: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 2: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 3: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 4: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

 

PROJECT REPORT CARD  - PROGRAMME NAME:  
 
KEY WORDS CODE 

  
Total cost of the 
programme (100%)                

 

Total Number of 
participants 

Direct  Indirect  

Participant 
Background 
Analysis 

PUL 
 
CNR 
 

 
 
 

Other  

Project Level 
Outcome 
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Additional Project Level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.22 Quotes from participants 
and stakeholders  

 

2.23 Learning for future 
programmes 
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2.01 PROGRAMME NAME 2.02 CODE 
ARABIC AWARENESS LCCC8 
2.02 KEY WORDS Diversity Syrian Arabic Myths Knowledge  
2.03 Contact details for 
programme staff 

Lynsey Gray GRO, LCCC 

p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  

Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

2.04 Total budgeted cost of 
programme (100%) 

£6000 

2.05 Total target no. of 
participants 

Direct 400 Indirect 4000 

2.06 Budgeted unit cost of 
programme 

£15 

2.07 Targeted participant 
background analysis 

60 PUL/30 CNR/10 OTHER 

2.08 Name and post code of 
Programme HQ 

Location Lagan Valley 
Island 

Postcode BT27 4RL 

2.09 Names and post codes for 
main areas of programme 
impact 

Location Lisburn City 
Centre 

Postcode BT27/BT28 

Location Dundonald Postcode BT16 1HY 
Location Maghaberry Postcode BT67 0JE 
Location Derriaghy Postcode BT17 9EU 

2.1 Programme plan – what difference do we want to make? 
2.11 :BUC Key Priority  

3.OUR SAFE COMMUNITY 
 

2.12 T:BUC Outcome  
3.2 A COMMUNITY WHERE PLACES AND SPACES ARE SAFE 
FOR ALL 
 

2.13 Project Level Outcome – 
This should relate to the 
Survey Question on the TEO 
outcomes spreadsheet.  

 
AN INCREASE IN THE PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPANTS 
WHO SEE TOWN CENTRES AS SAFE AND WELCOMING 
PLACES FOR PEOPLE FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE 
 

2.14 Additional Project level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.15 Link to good relations 
audit 

1. Recognising, understanding and celebrating all 
cultures in a positive and respectful manner be they 
single identity, cross community, multi-cultural 
activities or be they arts, sports or culture; (page 93) 
2. Increasing awareness of different cultures and 
identities among the wider population and dispelling 
myths and misperceptions. (Page 100). 

2.16 Complementarity  

2.17 Programme summary 
information 2019/20 

On 7 September 2015 the Prime Minister announced a 
significant expansion of the Vulnerable Persons 
Relocation (VPR) scheme to resettle up to 20,000 Syrian 
Refugees over the course of the current UK Parliament.  

mailto:Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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The scheme will resettle displaced refugees who are 
currently living in camps in countries neighbouring 
Syria, principally Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon. It does 
not extend to asylum seekers in Europe or in countries 
such as Libya. 
 
The VPR scheme is based on need. It priorities those who 
cannot be supported effectively in their region of origin: 
women and children at risk, people in severe need of 
medical care and survivors of torture and violence. 
Individuals will be assessed by the UN High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in the camps and if 
accepted under the scheme will be granted five years 
humanitarian protection status and will have access to 
employment and public funds and rights to family 
reunion comparable to other refugees.  At the end of 
five years, if individuals are not able to return to Syria 
they may be eligible to apply for resettlement in the 
UK. 
 
As a result of the relocation scheme several hundred 
Syrians have been placed within the LCCC area. In order 
to help integrate those families and individuals we will 
partner up with the PCSP and our community facilities 
to run several myth busting / information sessions 
around the Arabic Culture alongside a facilitated ‘world 
café’ where participants will hear the real life stories of 
refugees. 
 
As a result of previous training such as this, there has 
been a clear need and want identified to run a set of 
similar training days. 
 
Previous outcomes included: 
 

1. How would you rate your knowledge on 
Arabic Culture?   
 

Positive rated increase of 31% after the event. 
 

2. How comfortable would you be in interacting 
with someone from an Arabic Culture?   
 

Positive rated increase of 17% after the event. 
 

3. How would you rate your knowledge on 
traditions within the Arabic faith?  
 

Positive rated increase of 36% after the event. 
 

2.18 Potential to progress 
programme in 2020/21 

Potential to have community ‘gate keepers’ promoting 
the training as well as delivering similar training within 
communities. 
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2.19 Potential to progress 
programme in 2021/22 

 

 

2.2 Programme outcomes – what difference did we make? 
 

DISTRICT COUNCIL GOOD RELATIONS PROGRAMME – PROJECT LEVEL REPORT CARD 

What did we do?  How well did we do it? 
Quarter 1: List of activities underway 
/completed  

Quarter 1: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 2: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 2: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 3: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 3: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 4: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 4: % attendance, % completion 

What difference did we make? 
Number % 
Quarter 1: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 2: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 3: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 4: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

 

Additional Project Level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.22 Quotes from participants 
and stakeholders  

 

PROJECT REPORT CARD  - PROGRAMME NAME:  
 
KEY WORDS CODE 

  
Total cost of the 
programme (100%)                

 

Total Number of 
participants 

Direct  Indirect  

Participant 
Background 
Analysis 

PUL 
 
CNR 
 

 
 
 

Other  

Project Level 
Outcome 
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2.23 Learning for future 
programmes 
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2.01 PROGRAMME NAME 2.02 CODE 
Irish Linen Centre & Museum Collaboration  LCCC9 
2.02 KEY WORDS Shared History Museum Women Centenaries 
2.03 Contact details for 
programme staff 

Lynsey Gray GRO, LCCC 

p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  

Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

2.04 Total budgeted cost of 
programme (100%) 

£13,000 

2.05 Total target no. of 
participants 

Direct 3000 Indirect 6000 

2.06 Budgeted unit cost of 
programme 

£4.33 

2.07 Targeted participant 
background analysis 

60 PUL/30 CNR/10 OTHER 

2.08 Name and post code of 
Programme HQ 

Location Lagan Valley 
Island 

Postcode BT27 4RL 

2.09 Names and post codes for 
main areas of programme 
impact 

Location Lisburn City 
Centre 

Postcode BT27/BT28 

Location Dundonald Postcode BT16 1HY 
Location Maghaberry Postcode BT67 0JE 
Location Derriaghy Postcode BT17 9EU 

2.1 Programme plan – what difference do we want to make? 
2.11 :BUC Key 

Priority 
 
2.SHARED 
 

2.12 T:BUC Outcome  
2.2 SHARED SPACE IS ACCESSIBLE TO ALL 
 

2.13 Project Level Outcome – 
This should relate to the 
Survey Question on the TEO 
outcomes spreadsheet.  

 
AN INCREASE IN THE PERCENTAGE WHO THINK THAT 
LEISURE CENTRES, PARKS, LIBRARIES AND SHOPPING 
CENTRES IN THEIR AREA ARE SHARED AND OPEN TO 
BOTH CATHOLICS AND PROTESTANTS 
 

2.14 Additional Project level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.15 Link to good relations 
audit 

1.To enhance the capacity of the local groups to address 
hard good relations issues at local level (page 89) 
 
2.Recognising, understanding and celebrating all 
cultures in a positive and respectful manner be they 
single identity, cross community, multi-cultural 
activities or be they arts, sports or culture (page 93) 

2.16 Complementarity Museum partnership work  

2.17 Programme summary 
information 2019/20 

There will be 3 parts to this collaboration with the Irish 
Linen Centre and Lisburn Museum. The collaboration 
allows for Good Relations to address more contentious 
issues from a historical perspective.  

mailto:Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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Preparing for Peace 
Kate Adie will act as a key note speaker for the end of 
war/ preparing for peace programme in 2019.  This 
event is to mark the opening of the 2019 autumn 
programme at Lisburn Museum.  Ms Adie is a renowned 
international war correspondent but she has also a 
respected author on the impact of the First World War, 
particularly in relation to the Home Front and the role 
of women before, during and after the war.  These are 
stories that have a wide community appeal and Ms 
Adie’s participation will attract new audiences to 
cultural events at LCCC. This will be the sixth year of 
the Museum’s autumn programme, it continues to work 
with established audiences, attract new ones, appealing 
specifically to a wide local community. We hope to 
increase capacity for by holding it in the Island Hall 
(400) people.   
 
The Great War 
The museum have made an approach to Lord Ashcroft, 
the biggest collector of Victoria Cross medals in the 
world. He has financed a special floor for them in the 
Imperial War Museum.   Lord Ashcroft’s philanthropy in 
terms of saving the stories associated with the award of 
the VC has particular relevance to Lisburn.  As we come 
to the end of 2019 we look back at the cost of the Great 
War and how peace was created. There are lost stories 
of heroism across the island of Ireland from the 1914-
1918 War, from both sides of the community divide.  
The museum and the GRO will arrange for Lord Ashcroft 
to give a talk, and exhibit some VCs of local interest.   
 
This aspect of cross-community participation in the First 
World War is particularly poignant as the 1920s saw a 
great deal of sectarian strife in Lisburn. By highlighting 
the shared experience of Protestants/ Catholics/ 
nationalists/ Unionists in the Great War, it will help 
contextualise the museum community engagement 
plans for dealing with the 1920 Troubles.  We will aim 
to increase knowledge of the inter-community efforts in 
the Great War, in particular through looking at Irish 
stories behind locally awarded VCs. 
 
The Decade of Centenaries 
The Decade of Centenaries programming (2012-2022), 
has enabled Lisburn Museum sand the Good Relations 
Department within LCCC to reach out and sustain 
involvement with non-visitors or marginalised 
communities. Two previous successful projects have 
been a community exhibition, The First World War and 
US, a single identity publication, “The Easter Rising and 
US” and now a third project hopes to create a single 
identity publication based on photo-voice methodology 
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“History and Us”.  It is hoped this project will engage 
marginalised men, living in the local area, with their 
sense of place and history and help instil confidence to 
participate in more sensitive history e.g. the 1920s 
Troubles.  We will then produce a high quality 
publication and its launch which will give this men’s 
group ownership of their history, their stories of the 
place where they live. 

2.18 Potential to progress 
programme in 2020/21 

Further work with the museum on the Decade of 
Centenaries coming into 2020 

2.19 Potential to progress 
programme in 2021/22 

Further work with the museum on the Decade of 
Centenaries coming into 2021 

 

2.2 Programme outcomes – what difference did we make? 
 

DISTRICT COUNCIL GOOD RELATIONS PROGRAMME – PROJECT LEVEL REPORT CARD 

What did we do?  How well did we do it? 
Quarter 1: List of activities underway 
/completed  

Quarter 1: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 2: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 2: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 3: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 3: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 4: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 4: % attendance, % completion 

What difference did we make? 
Number % 
Quarter 1: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 2: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 3: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

PROJECT REPORT CARD  - PROGRAMME NAME:  
 
KEY WORDS CODE 

  
Total cost of the 
programme (100%)                

 

Total Number of 
participants 

Direct  Indirect  

Participant 
Background 
Analysis 

PUL 
 
CNR 
 

 
 
 

Other  

Project Level 
Outcome 
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Quarter 4: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

 

Additional Project Level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.22 Quotes from participants 
and stakeholders  

 

2.23 Learning for future 
programmes 
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2.01 PROGRAMME NAME 2.02 CODE 
YOUNG PEOPLE & STORY TELLING LCCC10 
2.02 KEY WORDS Children Storytelling Schools Education Diversity 
2.03 Contact details for 
programme staff 

Lynsey Gray GRO, LCCC 

p: 028 9244 7818 m: 07841 477575  

Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk 

2.04 Total budgeted cost of 
programme (100%) 

£15,000 

2.05 Total target no. of 
participants 

Direct 3000 Indirect 10,000 

2.06 Budgeted unit cost of 
programme 

£5 

2.07 Targeted participant 
background analysis 

60 PUL/30 CNR/10 OTHER 

2.08 Name and post code of 
Programme HQ 

Location Lagan Valley 
Island 

Postcode BT27 4RL 

2.09 Names and post codes for 
main areas of programme 
impact 

Location Lisburn City 
Centre 

Postcode BT27/BT28 

Location Dundonald Postcode BT16 1HY 
Location Maghaberry Postcode BT67 0JE 
Location Derriaghy Postcode BT17 9EU 

2.1 Programme plan – what difference do we want to make? 
2.12 :BUC Key 

Priority 
 

1. OUR CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE 
2.12 T:BUC Outcome  

1.1 IMPROVED ATTITUDES BETWEEN YOUNG PEOPLE 
FROM DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS 
 

2.13 Project Level Outcome – 
This should relate to the 
Survey Question on the TEO 
outcomes spreadsheet.  

 
An increase in the number of participants who are more 
favourable towards people from an ethnic background.  

2.14 Additional Project level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 
 

2.15 Link to good relations 
audit 

1. The need to recognise and embrace the intercultural 
society in the new Council area. (page 98) 

2.16 Complementarity Linking in with the PCSP and the Education Authority, 
this project aims to be embedded within the school 
environment within the LCCC area. 

2.17 Programme summary 
information 2019/20 

Children have an innate love of stories. Stories create 
magic and a sense of wonder at the world. Stories teach 
us about life, about ourselves and about others.  
 
Storytelling is a unique way for students to develop an 
understanding, respect and appreciation for other 

mailto:Lynsey.Gray@lisburncastlereagh.gov.uk
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cultures, and can promote a positive attitude to people 
from different lands, races and religions. 
There are a number of ways in which storytelling can 
enhance intercultural understanding and 
communication. Stories can… 
 

1. allow children to explore their own cultural roots 
2. allow children to experience diverse cultures 
3. enable children to empathise with unfamiliar 

people/places/situations 
4. offer insights into different traditions and values 
5. help children understand how wisdom is common 

to all peoples/all cultures 
6. offer insights into universal life experiences 
7. help children consider new ideas 
8. reveal differences and commonalties of cultures 

around the world 
 
Storytelling in LCCC 
 
As part of this project it is envisaged that LCCC Good 
Relations commissions professional storyteller and 
author Liz Weir to pen a book, aimed at Primary School 
children that is localised to the Council area to create a 
sense of ownership whilst a simple good relations 
message is delivered.  
 
The book will be printed and we will embark on a high 
profile story telling campaign to promote the book 
whilst offering as many schools as possible within LCCC 
the chance to be part of a storytelling process.  
 
To create a legacy for this project we will also furnish 
each school with a number of copies of the book ton 
allow the story telling to continue. 
 

2.18 Potential to progress 
programme in 2020/21 

It is hoped that this project can be built upon by working 
within schools during year 2 and 3 for the young people 
to ‘pen’ their own book with the view to printing the 
most successful story. 

2.19 Potential to progress 
programme in 2021/22 

Books produced as part of this programme could then be 
developed into plays and toured throughout the 
community and not just within a school setting. 

 

2.2 Programme outcomes – what difference did we make? 
 

DISTRICT COUNCIL GOOD RELATIONS PROGRAMME – PROJECT LEVEL REPORT CARD 

PROJECT REPORT CARD  - PROGRAMME NAME:  
 
KEY WORDS CODE 
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What did we do?  How well did we do it? 
Quarter 1: List of activities underway 
/completed  

Quarter 1: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 2: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 2: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 3: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 3: % attendance, % completion 

Quarter 4: List of activities underway 
/completed 

Quarter 4: % attendance, % completion 

What difference did we make? 
Number % 
Quarter 1: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 2: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 3: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

Quarter 4: 
Number of positive changes recorded (a 1 or 
more on the Excel spreadsheet) 

Percentage of positive changes recorded (a 
1 or more on the Excel spreadsheet) as a 
percentage of the total number surveyed 

 

Additional Project Level 
Outcomes (optional) 

 

2.22 Quotes from participants 
and stakeholders  

 

2.23 Learning for future 
programmes 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total cost of the 
programme (100%)                

 

Total Number of 
participants 

Direct  Indirect  

Participant 
Background 
Analysis 

PUL 
 
CNR 
 

 
 
 

Other  

Project Level 
Outcome 
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Section 3 

Action Plan Programme Outcome Summary Table 2019/20 

Code 
(2.02) 

Key 
Priority 
(2.11) 

T:BUC 
Outcom
e (2.12) 

Project Level 
Outcome – 
difference 
between baseline 
and end of 
project(2.2) 

No. direct 
participants 
(2.05) 

Total 
Cost 
(2.04) 

Post 
Code 
(2.09) 

Number % 
LCCC1 C&YP 

 
 

1.1   240 £10,000 BT27 
4RL 

LCCC2 SHARED 
 
 

2.1   1200 £30,000 BT27/B
T28 

LCCC3 SAFE 
 
 

3.1   300 £8000 BT16 
1HY 

LCCC4 SHARED 
 
 

2.1   11,080 £7000 BT67 
0JE 

LCCC5 CULTURA
L 
 
 

4.1   500 £6000 BT17 
9EU 

LCCC6 CULTURA
L 
 
 

4.2   400 £4000 BT27 
4RL 

LCCC7 C&YP 
 
 

1.1   2000 £6000 BT27/B
T28 

LCCC8 SAFE 
 
 

3.2   400 £6000 BT16 
1HY 

LCCC9 SHARED 
 
 

2.2   3000 £13,000 BT67 
0JE 

LCCC1
0 

C&YP 
 
 

1.1   3000 £15,000 BT17 
9EU 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 4 
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T:BUC Strategic Outcome 

 C&YP Shared 
community 

Safe 
community 

Cultural 
Expression 

DCGRP Total 

Total no. of 
programmes 

3 3 2 2 10 

Total no. of 
direct 
participants 

5240 15,240 700 900 22,080 

Unit cost of 
programme 
activity  

£5.91 £3.28 £20 £11.11 £4.75 

Total cost of 
programmes 

£31,000 £50,000 £14,000 £10,000 £105,000 
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Guidance on completing the action plan 

This section provides detailed guidance on how to complete the Action Plan template for 
2019/20, and your Three Year Plan summary contained in Appendix 3. 

Cover page 

Complete the name of your District Council and the name of the Council’s Chief Executive. 

Section 1 – Programme and Financial Information 

1.1 Programme information  

Provide the total number of programmes and list the name, role and contact information, 
including telephone number/ext and email, for each staff member involved in programme 
delivery. 

It is very important that you have the appropriate staff and governance structures in place 
to manage and deliver the programmes detailed in the Action Plan, and ensure that all 
required reporting and claims processes are able to be completed and submitted on time. 

1.2 Financial information  

This section asks you to provide the information on the financial aspects of the council’s 
overall programme. 

The first box asks you to list the name, role and contact information, including telephone 
number/ext and email, for each staff member involved in financial management of the 
programme. 

The second box asks you to complete the overall programme’s financial information, broken 
down by 100% (includes match funding of 25% from your council) and 75% (TEO’s allocation 
only) for the following: 

• Total cost (overall programme & staff costs) 
• Total programme costs 
• Total staff costs  
• Staff cost breakdown 

1.3 Claim deadlines 

This section outlines the council’s responsibility to ensure all claims for expenditure are 
made promptly. It also includes a list of deadlines for claims by quarter. 

Section 2 – Programme action plan 

Completing the action plan template. 

2.01 Programme name 
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Enter the programme name.  

2.02 Programme code and Key words 

Each programme is denoted by the three digit code unique to each District Council, followed 
by a number to separate individual council programmes.  

For example: ABC2 is the second programme in Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon 
District Council’s Action Plan. MUC14 is the fourteenth programme in Mid Ulster District 
Council’s Action Plan. 

The programme codes are listed in the table below. 

ANA    Antrim & Newtownabbey FAO – Fermanagh & Omagh 

ABC – Armagh City, Banbridge and 
Craigavon 

LCC – Lisburn & Castlereagh 

AND – Ards & North Down MEA – Mid & East Antrim 

BCC – Belfast MUC – Mid Ulster 

CCG – Causeway, Coast & Glens NMD – Newry, Mourne & Down 

DCS – Derry City & Strabane  

 

Include key words that relate to the project. This can be as many as you deem relevant 
from the list below. If you feel a particular key word would help summarise what your 
programme involves then please add it and let us know, this list will evolve over time and 
become more useful to stakeholders as more accurate keywords are added to the list. 

Keyword Suitable for programmes that: 
SPORT Contain a sporting element 
DIVERSE Explore diversity, in terms of participants 

and/or project content 
RURAL Take place in, or consider, the rural context 

of good relations delivery 
URBAN Take place in, or consider, the urban context 

of good relations delivery 
SIN-ID Are single identity in nature 
SHARED That involve both traditions here 
YOUTH Concentrate on younger participants/issues 

(0-18) 
ADULT Concentrate on adult participants/issues (19-

64) 
SENIOR Concentrate on senior participants/issues 

(65+) 
WALLS Considers physical barriers 
SUMMER Takes place primarily in the summer 
WINTER Takes place primarily in the winter 
FAC Involves facilitation 
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RES Involves a residential 
NATURE Takes place/involves nature or the natural 

environment 
EMPLOY Involves links to employment / improving 

employability skills 
SKILLS Involves improving / developing skills 
ACCRED Involves participants working toward an 

accredited qualification 
TRIP Involves a trip or trips away for the 

participants 
ART Involves the use of art and/or creative 

activity  
 

 

2.03 Contact details for programme staff 

Provide the details of the Good Relations Officer involved in the delivery of the programme. 
This should include a contact telephone number/ext and an email address. 

2.04 Total budgeted cost of programme (100%) 

Provide the total (100%) budgeted cost of the programme.  

2.05 Total targeted no. of participants 

Provide the total targeted number of direct and indirect participants of the programme.  

A direct participant is one who attends the programme or is otherwise directly engaged in 
programme activity. For example, if a programme involves putting on a performance to 
demonstrate an aspect of shared history, all those involved in the planning, design and 
delivery of the performance would be direct participants.  

An indirect participant is one who may receive some benefit from, or be impacted in some 
indirect way, by programme delivery. In the previous example of the performance on shared 
history, people in the audience or children in a school who had viewed a DVD of the 
performance, would be indirect participants of the programme. 

2.06 Budgeted unit cost of programme 

Divide the total cost of the programme by the total number of direct participants to get the 
unit cost. 

2.07 Targeted participant background analysis 

Provide the approximate community/gender/ethnicity/socio-economic breakdown that you 
plan to achieve. 

2.08 Name and post code of Programme HQ 

Provide the name and post code of the location where the Programme HQ is based. 
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2.09 Post codes of main delivery points 

Provide the names and post codes of the geographic location(s) where the project will have 
the greatest impact.  
 
You should include the locations of areas where the programme is delivering the greatest 
impact to the community or benefit to participants. 
 
For example if participants on a programme are primarily from three estates in a town (and 
therefore those estates should experience the most positive impact from delivery), then 
this section would include the names and post code information for those three estates – 
where estates or other geographic areas traverse more than one post code area, use a post 
code that gives the best impression of the central point of such an area. 
 
2.1 Programme plan – what difference do we want to make? 
 
To assist with completing this section of the Action Plan, please refer to the “What 
Difference Did We Make?” Guidance document from TEO that was included (Annexe 3) in 
the information sent with the 2018/19 Action Plan. 

2.11 Key Priority  

Select one Key Priority for the Programme from the four key T:BUC priorities and note in 
here. 

2.12 T:BUC Outcome  

Select one T:BUC Outcome from the available Outcomes under the Key Priority you have 
selected. 

2.13 Project Level Outcome 

Select one Project level Outcome from the available Project Level Outcomes under the 
T:BUC Outcome you have selected. This should relate to the survey question that you will 
use for your evaluation process on the TEO outcomes spreadsheet.  

2.14 Additional Project Level Outcomes 

If you have any more Project Level Outcomes please note them here, along with the Priority 
and T:BUC Outcome they link to.  

2.15 Link to good relations audit 

This section asks you to provide information about the programme’s direct link to the need 
identified in your council’s GR Audit. 

2.16 Complementarity 

This section asks you the list the areas of complementarity (PCSP, Peace IV, community 
planning etc.) within the programme. You should include evidence of complementarity in 
programme design, structure and outcome. 

2.17 Programme summary information  

This section asks for a summary of the programme. This section should aim to include: 
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• A brief programme synopsis – what the project involves, what demographic it seeks 
to target, what outcome it is designed to achieve, and what activity is involved  

• List all activities you will aim to deliver during the programme 

• How will you evaluate the programme? 

2.18 Potential to progress programme in 2020/21 
 
This section involves providing a strategic view for your programme going into 2020/21 – 
how do you see it progressing through 2019/20? Some programmes will only be for one year 
and in this case just note this here. Some of your programmes will be longer term, more 
strategic interventions – in this case, note here how you see the programme continuing / 
expanding / reducing / changing into Year 2 of delivery. 

2.19 Potential to progress programme in 2021/22 

This section involves considering how the programme may progress from year 2 to year 3 of 
delivery. Again, some programmes may only be 1 or 2 year projects and therefore this 
section will not apply – please note if this is the case. Some of your programmes will be 
longer term, more strategic interventions – in this case, note here how you see the 
programme continuing / expanding / reducing / changing from Year 2 into Year 3 of delivery. 
Of particular focus would be how you intend to record the long term outcomes of a 
programme that has been delivering over a number of years. 

 
2.2 Programme outcomes – what difference will we make? 
 
District Council Good Relations Programme – Project Level Report Card  

This section is to be completed during the funding cycle, and show how the programme is 
being delivered in the relevant quarter. 

Quarter progress should be updated in the relevant box and any amendments to the previous 
quarter activity should be made in red. The report card has notes included to assist with 
completing the quarterly returns.  

2.21 Statistical outcomes from programme activity  

List the completed outcomes spreadsheets that you will forward with each quarterly return. 
Each spreadsheet that you forward should have a consistent naming convention relating to 
the project. For example: DCGRP – MEA14 – Cultural Education Programme – Sunnylands 
Youth 2018.  

2.22 Quotes from participants and stakeholders  

Provide quotes from participants and stakeholders to support the statistical outcomes 
provided in the project level report card under the section what difference did we make  

Quotes related to the feedback on programme activity should also be provided inthe report 
card.  

2.23 Learning for future programmes 
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This section asks you to provide information on learning from delivering the programme that 
can be used to inform the design and planning of future programmes. 

Section 3 - Action Plan Programme Outcome Summary Table 2019/20 

This section asks you to provide a summary of the provision across the programme in one 
table.  

You should include information on each individual programme into the table, under the 
following categories:  

• Code (2.02) 
• Key Priority (2.11)  
• T:BUC Outcome (2.12)  
• Project Level Outcome – difference between baseline and end of project (2.25)  
• No. direct participants (2.05)  
• Total Cost (2.04)  
• Post Code (or areas of impact) (2.09) 

The relevant action plan reference number for each section required is listed above. 

This table summary should be completed for submission of the Action Plan and updated 
during the funding cycle as you submit your quarter progress. 

Section 4 - T:BUC Strategic Outcome 

This section asks you to provide a summary of all individual programmes based on the link 
to a key T:BUC aim identified for the programme. You must provide the following: 

• Total no. of programmes      
• Total no. of participants      
• Unit cost of programme activity       
• Total cost of programmes      

The four T:BUC key aims are Children and Young People (abbreviated here as C&YP), Shared 
community, Safe community and Cultural Expression. 

For example under C&YP, the table below indicates that the council had eight programmes 
where C&YP was the primary linked strategic outcome.  

The eight programmes had a total of 425 participants and, in total, cost £50,000 to deliver. 

The unit cost of programme activity per person is calculated as follows: 

Total programme cost ÷ Total no of participants = unit cost per person 

To get the unit cost of programme activity per person for this example you would work out 
as follows: 

£50,000 ÷ 425 participants = £118 per person 

 C&YP Shared 
community 

Safe 
community 

Cultural 
Expression 

DCGRP 
Total 



DISTRICT COUNCIL GOOD RELATIONS PROGRAMME  
2019/20 ACTION PLAN 
 

50 
 

Total no. of 
programmes 
(linked to the 
strategic aim) 
 

8 10 6 12 36 

Total no. of 
participants 
(sum of 
participants from 
all programmes 
linked to the 
strategic aim) 
 

425 320 125 200 1,070 

Unit cost of 
programme 
activity per person 
(Total programme 
cost ÷ Total no of 
participants = unit 
cost per person) 

£50,000 ÷ 
425 
participant
s = £118 
per person 

=40,000/320
= £125 per 
person 

=50,000/32
0= £400 per 
person 

=40,000/20
0= £200 per 
person 

=180,00
0/1,070= 
£168 per 
person 

Total cost of 
programmes 
(sum of delivery 
costs for all 
programmes linked 
to the strategic 
aim) 

£50,000 £40,000 £50,000 £40,000 180,000 
 

 

Three Year Plan summaries 

In appendix 3, you are asked to complete two further indicative summaries of proposed 
delivery in Year 2 and 3 of your Action Plan, subject to satisfactory evaluation and 
availability of budget in relation to the Programme. 

These are completed in the same fashion as the summary tables for Year 1, only with less 
detail included. We understand at this stage you cannot be prescriptive in relation to the 
exact nature of the good relations provision you have planned for Year 2 and 3. At this stage 
we are looking to get a sense of the strategic plan you have to deliver programmes over a 
number of years in order to achieve longer term, sustainable differences in good relations 
over time. 

 

Further guidance 

If you have any further questions please contact Gavin King on gavin.kng@executiveoffice-
ni.gov.uk  (028 9052 3154) or Kevin Curran on kevin.curran@executiveoffice-ni.gov.uk  (028 
9052 3116) to discuss before you return your application.  

mailto:gavin.kng@executiveoffice-ni.gov.uk
mailto:gavin.kng@executiveoffice-ni.gov.uk


 

20 February 2019 [Grab your reader’s attention with a great quote from the document or use this space 
to emphasize a key point. To place this text box anywhere on the page, just drag it.] 

 

Dear Lead Partner 

Implications on PEACE IV and INTERREG VA funding of the UK withdrawal from the EU  

The PEACE IV and INTERREG VA Programmes have received extensive support and 

commitments from all parties involved, to ensure that they can be continued until their conclusion, 

and this commitment has been agreed to and included within the Withdrawal Agreement between 

the UK and the EU.   

As part of the EU contingency planning to prepare for the withdrawal of the UK, in December 2018 

the Commission developed an EC Regulatory proposal which is going through the EU legislative 

process and is due to be approved by the European Council of Ministers and the European 

Parliament during March 2019. This has been proposed with the support of the UK and Ireland 

representatives, and it is anticipated that this will be in place before 29 March 2019. 

This proposal aims to ensure, if the Withdrawal Agreement is not ratified, the continuation of two 

bilateral cooperation programmes involving Ireland, namely the PEACE IV (Ireland-United 

Kingdom) programme and the United Kingdom-Ireland (Ireland-Northern Ireland-Scotland) 

programme, without modifying the amounts allocated to them and their financing. 

The link to that proposal is attached below:  

http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2018/EN/COM-2018-892-F1-EN-MAIN-PART-

1.PDF  

Consequently, it is the SEUPB’s understanding that funding to all projects under the PEACE IV 

and INTERREG VA Programmes is guaranteed under the current programming period, 

irrespective of the Withdrawal Agreement between the UK and the EU.  

 
Yours sincerely 

 
____________ 
Gina McIntyre  
Chief Executive 
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LISBURN & CASTLEREAGH CITY COUNCIL 
 
MEETING OF LEISURE & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 
TUESDAY 5 MARCH 2019 
 
 
REPORT BY HEAD OF SERVICE (SPORTS SERVICES) 
 
PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND 
 
The purpose of this report is to set out for Members’ consideration a number of 
recommendations relating to the operation of the Council. 
 
The following items are for decision: 
 

• To consider a request from the Mary Peters Trust seeking a funding 
contribution 

 
• To consider a report and recommendations regarding Club 

Development Officer Funding 2019/20 
 

• To consider a request from the NI Tenpin Bowling Federation 
requesting Council support to host the Northern Ireland Tenpin 
Bowling Open Championships 2019, at Dundonald International Ice 
Bowl between 24th – 26th May 2019 

 
• To receive a report in regard to the use of Departmental facilities to 

accommodate the Local Government Elections 2nd May 2019 
 

• To consider a request for the Council to take a table at a Fund 
Raising Dinner being held in aid of the Mary Peters Trust 

 
                     
ITEMS FOR DECISION: 
 

1.  MARY PETERS TRUST – REQUEST FOR FUNDING 
 

Attached for members information at Appendix 1 (SS) is a letter from the 
Mary Peters Trust addressed to the Chief Executive requesting that Lisburn & 
Castlereagh City Council consider making a financial contribution to the Trust 

 to help assist in its work in providing encouragement and financial support to 
 young sports people across Northern Ireland. 
 
 The letter highlights local residents who have been in receipt of assistance 
 totalling in excess of £10,000 in 2018.  I can confirm that provision of £1,000 
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 has been set aside in the 2018/19 estimates to assist the Mary Peters Trust in 
 its work. 
 
 RECOMMENDATION 
 
 It is recommended Members consider the request for funding from the Mary 
 Peters Trust. 
 
 

2.  CLUB DEVELOPMENT OFFICER FUNDING 2019/20 
 
 Members may recall that the Leisure & Community Development Committee 
 have over the course of a number of years, approved a programme providing 
 £10,000 of financial assistance to a maximum of 5 sports clubs to assist them 
 in appointing a Club Development Officer.  A number of clubs have  recently 
 enquired if a similar programme could be offered this year and given the 
 success of the programme in attracting hard to reach groups including women 
 and girls and people with a disability it is proposed to  provide £10,000 to 
 assist a maximum of 5 clubs with the budget to be sourced from in year 
 underspend.  Clubs will be informed that due to budget constraints this is not 
 likely to be a recurring grant.  Delegated authority has been provided by Full 
 Council to the Leisure & Community Development Committee to progress the 
 funding within the 2018/19 financial year. 
 
 RECOMMENDATION 
 
 It is recommended Members approve a Club Development Officer Funding 
 Programme for 2019/20. 
 

3. NORTHERN IRELAND TENPIN BOWLING FEDERATION – REQUEST 
TO HOST NORTHERN IRELAND TEN PIN BOWLING OPEN 2019 AT 
DUNDONALD INTERNATIONAL ICE BOWL 24TH-26 MAY 2019 

 
 Attached for Members’ information at Appendix 2 (SS) is a request from the 
 President of the N.I. Tenpin Bowling Federation asking Lisburn & 
 Castlereagh City Council to consider hosting the 2019 NI Ten Pin Bowling 
 Open at Dundonald International Ice Bowl. Also attached at Appendix 2(SS) is 
 a brief business case outlining lane requirements, potential loss of income in 
 comparison with last two years and additional resource requirements. 
 
 Although the NI Tenpin Bowling Open has not taken place for a number of 
 years it has the potential to attract bowlers from outside Northern Ireland and 
 raise the profile of Dundonald International Ice Bowl especially as we 
 progress plans for the new facility.  The opportunity to host higher profile 
 events in the new facility should be welcomed although committing to one 
 specific Bowling equipment supplier is not an option. 
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 Along with the use of the facility NI Tenpin Bowling Federation have also 
 requested £2000 in assistance primarily to provide a prize fund that will be 
 attractive to bowlers from outside Northern Ireland. 
 
 RECOMMENDATION 
 
 It is recommended the NI Tenpin Bowling Federation are granted approval to 
 host the NI Ten Pin Bowling Open 2019 in Dundonald International Ice Bowl 
 over the weekend 24th – 26th May 2019 and are provided with financial 
 assistance £2,000 of to help offset costs in hosting the event. 
 

4.  LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS 2ND MAY 2019 
 
 With the Northern Ireland Government Elections taking place on Thursday 2nd 
 May I wish to inform Members that Lagan Valley LeisurePlex will be the Count 
 Centre which will necessitate the main hall and all meeting/function rooms 
 being closed to the public from Wednesday 1st May to Saturday 4th May at 
 least. 
 
 Both Glenmore and Kilmakee Activity Centres are being used as Polling 
 Stations with no income forthcoming for the use of these facilities.  Overall the 
 hosting of the Polling Stations and especially the Count will result in a 
 significant negative effect on income to Sports Services.  I have initiated 
 discussions with both the Electoral Office and relevant colleagues within the 
 Council to ensure this impact is minimised. 
 
 RECOMMENDATION 
 
 It is recommended Members approve the use of Lagan Valley LeisurePlex as 
 a Count Centre and Kilmakee and Glenmore Activity Centres as Polling 
 Stations in the upcoming Local Government Elections noting the negative 
 impact on income.  
 

5. MARY PETERS TRUST: 80th BIRTHDAY FUND RAISING 
CELEBRATION [31st MAY 2019] 
 

Attached at Appendix 3 (SS) for the consideration of Members are details of 
a fund raising event being organised in aid of the Mary Peter Trust to mark the 
80th Birthday of Dame Mary Peters.  The Council has been asked to take a 
table at the event and are asked to consider the three levels of package 
available. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended Members agree to take a table at the Bronze Level at the 
event, at a cost of £1,200, with invitations to be decided by the Chairman of 
the Committee in consultation with the Director.  
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Northern Ireland Tenpin 
Bowling Open 2019 

24th – 26th May 2019 
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1. Objectives 
 

The Northern Ireland Tenpin Bowling Federation have asked if the Ice 
Bowl would be interested in hosting the 2019 N.I Tenpin Bowling Open 
in May 2019. 

The N.I.T.B.F has also asked if there could be any financial assistance 
given to the event through sponsorship or grants. 

This will be the first time that the Ice Bowl has hosted this event and the 
first time it has been held in N. Ireland since 2007 when it was hosted by 
the Brunswick Bowl in Londonderry. 

The events that took place in Londonderry between 2002 & 2007 saw 
between 65 – 75 bowlers from mainly Northern Ireland and the Republic 
with a few coming from the UK mainland. 

The Sport of Tenpin Bowling over the last 10 years has seen a decline in 
participation but recently has shown signs of recovery. It is hoped that if 
successful this would become an annual event in Dundonald helping to 
restore interest in this sport.  

Qubicaamf have also expressed an interest in bringing the Tenpin 
Bowling World Cup back to Dundonald to coincide with the opening of 
the planned new center in 2022/23 and these annual N.I Open events 
will help in the preparation of the Centre to host this prestigious event. 

*It is important to note that the Bowling World cup is a Qubicaamf event 
and it coming back to Dundonald will depend on Qubicaamf being 
successful in the tender process for the new Centre. 

 



 

 

2. Mission Statement- Council corporate plan 
 

This event will bring High profile international sporting events to the 
LCCC and promote the Ice Bowl has a major Northern Ireland sporting 
venue and go towards meeting the aims laid out in the Council’s 
corporate plan. 

 *We are committed, both directly and in partnership with local 
organisations and clubs, to encouraging local residents to participate in 
regular physical activity and sport, including through provision of quality 
facilities as well as pathways to support sports development.* 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Keys to Success 
 

It is anticipated that this year’s event will have between 50– 60 bowlers 
again made up from both local and Republic of Ireland bowlers. 

For this tournament to be a success depends on the N.I.T.B.F and 
Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council (D.I.I.B) working closely together 
to ensure the following: 

• Promotion of the event to ensure the Maximum number of 
competitors. 
 The Event will be promoted by both the Council and the 

N.I.T.B.F. 
• Provision of 20 lanes from (D.I.I.B) maintained at the standard 

required for such a tournament. 
 D.I.I.B is the main centre in Northern Ireland for leagues and 

as such has the standard of lanes required for this event. 
New pins have been purchased and will be introduced in the 
run up to this event. 

• Provision of tournament officials (N.I.T.B.F) with the required 
knowledge for such a tournament. 
 The N.I.T.B.F has a number of bowlers who have experience 

at officiating at this level of tournament. 
• Financial assistance from both the Council and sponsors going 

towards creating a prize fund that will encourage the maximum 
number of competitor’s from outside Northern Ireland.  

 

 

 



4. Financial Breakdown  

The Tournament is planned to run 24th – 26th May 2019 (May Day Bank 
Holiday Weekend) 

Below is a breakdown of the bowling centre’s income in the 
corresponding last two years. 

2016 No.Games Income 

Fri 27th (from 5.00pm) 462 777.30 

Sat 28th 554 1829.55 

Sun 29th 417 1130.94 

Total  £3737.79 

2017 No.Games Income 

Fri 26th 332 854.15 

Sat 27th 722 2548.70 

Sun 28th 440 1515.30 

Total  £4918.15 

This averages at £4328.00 over the 2 years. 

 

  



 

Based on an entry of 50 bowlers and a lineage of £2.50 per game the 
tournament will bring an income of £1550.00 to the centre. 

As only 20 lanes are to be used for the tournament and the centre can 
operate lane 21 – 30 for the public, the centre would be expected to 
generate an income of £3300.00 over the three days. 

Friday 10 lanes x 4 hours x £16.50  = £660.00 

Saturday 10 lanes x 8 hours x £16.50  = £1320.00 

Sunday 10 lanes x 8 hours x £16.50  = £1320.00 

Approximate total income would be:  

 £3300.00 from lanes open to the public.   
 £1550.00 from tournament games. 

Total £ 4850.00 

If the entries as expected are between 50 – 60 the Friday evening will 
only be used as tournament practice on 10 lanes giving the centre a 
further increase in income from both the public and the tournament. 

Extra staffing costs.  
 
(Sat – Sun) 
32 x Customer Service hours  = £357.44 
16 x Control Clerk Hours   = £150.00 
Total       = £507.44 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
5. Summary  
 
The Northern Ireland Tenpin Open is likely to bring bowlers from across 
the British Isles to Dundonald, and will give our local bowlers a chance 
to compete against some of the home nation’s top bowlers. 
 
Consideration should be given to the request for financial assistance as 
this could be key in bringing bowlers to the tournament from outside of 
Northern Ireland. 
 
If successful the N.I.T.B.F would plan to make this an annual event, 
building upon each year with the hope of holding the Qubicaamf World 
Cup here once the new centre is built. (this however would be entirely 
dependent on Qubicaamf being successful in the tender process for the 
provision of the tenpin bowling equipment in the new centre) 
 
It would be expected that the income generated from the tournament 
added to the revenue generated from the remaining lanes which are 
open to the public would see little if any loss in income even with the 
extra staffing hours required.   
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6. Proposed Tournament Schedule 
 
Friday 24th May:  
(will be utilized depending on entries received, so these can be 
‘overflow’ squads which may not use all 20 lanes)  
9.30am   - Squad 1 - 4 Games (Fresh) 
12.00pm   - Squad 2 - 4 Games (Burn) 
2.00-3.00pm  - Lane maintenance  
3.00pm   - Squad 3 - 4 Games (Fresh) 
5.30pm   - Squad 4 - 4 Games (Burn) 
7.30pm   - Finish  
 
Saturday 25th May:  
9.30am   - Squad 5 - 4 Games (Fresh) 
12.00pm   - Squad 6 - 4 Games (Burn) 
2.00-3.00pm  - Lane maintenance  
3.00pm   - Squad 7 - 4 Games (Fresh) 
5.30pm   - Squad 8 - 4 Games (Burn) 
7.30pm   - Finish  
 
Sunday 26th May:  
9.30am   - Top 32 - 4 Games (128) 
11.30-12.30pm  - Lane Maintenance 
12.30 - 2pm  - Top 16 - 4 Games (64) 
2.00-2.45pm  - Lane Maintenance 
2.45 - 3.30pm  - Quarter Finals (2 Game Matchplay) (16) 
3.30 - 4.15pm  - Semi Finals (2 Game Matchplay) (8) 
4.15 - 5.00pm  - Final (2 Game Matchplay) (4) 
5.00 - 5.30pm  – Prizegiving 
 
Total games played based on 50 bowlers 
Qualifying & finals 400 +220 = 620 

 



Black tie Gala dinner with  
a host of celebrity friends  
and sporting legends in aid  
of the Mary Peters Trust.

Friday 31st May 2019, 
Titanic Belfast

Limited Availability 
Book Your Table Now! 
Please contact:
caroline@callowevents.co.uk 
Tel: 028 9521 0004

Celebrate  
Dame Mary’s  
80th Birthday  
With Us

Gold Table 
package: 

£1,700 + VAT

 Gold includes a premium 
location in the room, sparkling 

reception in the atrium, 
4-course dinner, half bottle of 
wine per person and a Gold 

bottle of bubbly for your table

Silver Table  
package: 

£1,400 + VAT

Bronze Table  
package: 

£1,200 + VAT

Silver includes sparkling 
reception in the atrium, 

4-course dinner and half 
bottle of wine per person

Bronze includes sparkling 
reception in the atrium,  

4-course dinner, 2 white &
2 red bottles of wine per table

HoS SS Appendix 3
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LISBURN & CASTLEREAGH CITY COUNCIL    
 
MEETING OF LEISURE & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE – 5TH 
MARCH 2019 
 
REPORT BY HEAD OF SERVICE (PARKS & AMENITIES) 
 
PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND 

 
The purpose of this report is to set out for Members’ consideration a number of 
recommendations relating to the operation of the Council.  
 
The following decisions are required: 
 

• To consider a request from the Free Presbyterian Church Youth 
Council to hold an Evangelical Youth Outreach Event in Moira 
Demesne in September 2019.  Members are further asked to consider 
complimentary use of the facility and infrastructure support with crowd 
control barriers. 

 
• To agree the proposed timetable for the archaeology investigation in 

Moira Demesne. 
 

• To consider a request in connection with the Queen`s Commonwealth 
Canopy Trees Project seeking permission to plant a tree at two Council 
owned locations  

 
 
The following item is for noting: 
 

• To note the recorded facility footfall figures for 2018 as contained in the 
report. 

 
 

ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 
1. REQUEST FOR USE OF MOIRA DEMESNE 
 

Council has received a request from the Free Presbyterian Church Youth 
Council to hold an Evangelical Youth Outreach Event in Moira Demesne over 
the period Thursday 12th – Sunday 15th September 2019. 
 
Event start times would be: 

• Thu & Fri @ 8pm;  
• Sat @ 7.30pm;  
• Sun @ 3.30pm or 8.45pm (TBC)  
• Access would be required to site from Monday 9th September – 

Monday 16th September (inclusive) to erect and dismantle marquee. 
 
The organisers have requested: 
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• Free use of a grassed area for erection of 100ft x 30ft marquee 
• Hard standing for security caravan/small portable hall 
• Access to toilet facilities  
• Car & bus parking  
• Pedestrian Safety Barriers 

 
Depending on the exact area required to stage the event, the request would 
potentially mean cancelling football bookings and the park run over one 
weekend.  
 
Recommendation 

  
It is recommended that Members consider the request by the Free 
Presbyterian Church Youth Council to hold an Evangelistic Youth Outreach 
Event in Moira Demesne in September 2019.  Members are further asked to 
consider complimentary use of the facility and infrastructure support with 
crowd control barriers. 
 
 

2. MOIRA DEMESNE – ARCHAEOLOGY INVESTIGATION 
 

Members are asked to agree the below timetable for the Queen’s University 
Belfast, Archeological team conducting the geophysical survey at Moira 
Demesne as part of the above, in the week Monday 25th March - Friday 29th 
March.  

 
It is then proposed to undertake a two-week archaeological excavation at the 
site of Moira Castle in the Council's property at Moira Demesne.  The 
investigation which would be community-based and involve local school 
groups is scheduled for the period Monday 29th April - Friday 10th May. 
 
Recommendation 

  
It is recommended that Members agree the proposed timetable for the 
archaeology investigation in Moira Demesne. 
 

3.        QUEEN`S COMMONWEALTH CANOPY TREES PROJECT 
 

Members are advised that officers have received a request from Emma Little 
Pengelly MP who is participating in the above project, and as part of her 
involvement has asked for permission to plant a tree at each of the following 
Council locations.  
 
Lough Moss Centre 
Carryduff Park 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended Members consider the request.  
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ITEM FOR NOTING 
 
4. ACCESS COUNTER DATA FOR 2018 
 

There are a number of data access counters strategically placed throughout 
the Council’s main parks and open spaces to record footfall.  The data forms 
part of the quarterly performance improvement statistics but is also extremely 
valuable when applying for grant aid as it demonstrates usage. 
 

 2016 2017 2018 
Wallace Pk 863,351 836,865 802,578 
Moat Pk 591,799 651,375 700,314 
Moira Demesne 412,682 438,287 428,676 
McIlroy Pk 161,758 152,343 153,898 
Castle Gdns 135,474 137,393 149,802 
Lagan Towpath (Becky Hoggs, Huguenot 
Drive, Millbroook, Union Locks) 

163,272 169,279 161,978 

Billy Neill (lakeside path – opened mid Oct 17) - 5,354 28,628 
 
Recommendation  
 
It is recommended that Members note the facility footfall figures for 2018 
contained in the report. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
R J R GILLANDERS MBE 
HEAD OF SERVICE (PARKS & AMENITIES) 
20 FEBRUARY 2019 
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